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USG sets goals
for new year
Lewis and Gamero look
to improve relations
between students, oncampus government
|Page 3

Think you know
everything about
campus parking?
Get the facts from the
Parking and Traffic

JORDAN FLOWER

THE K NEWS

office to avoid fines
and tickets | Page 14

Tattoos popular
in first weeks of
university life
Many students opt to
get a tattoo at college,
but there's a lot to
consider | Page 22

BG football set
to improve
More experienced,
mature players gear
the Falcons up for a
better season than last

On the
right track

year | Page 17

Police to increase railroad security
in wake of July deaths

Express your
opinions in
The BG News
Freshmen with new
perspectives and ideas

By Tim Sampson
and M«g*n Armantrout

can find an outlet in

Reporters

the Forum section

|fc*4
DID YOU KNOW?
College tips
for freshmen

1. A train traveling at 55
mph needs one mile to
make a complete stop.

Read this not-so-gentle
2. Disregarding a crosswalk
is a fourth-degree misdemeanor in Ohio — punishable by a citation, fine or jail
time.

advice about surviving
your first year on
campus | Page 13

\

S. In Ohio in 2006. there
were 24 train trespass
ing-related deaths — 521
nationwide.

Cool spots to
chill in town
Take our guiz to discover
places in Bowling Green
that suit you | Page 9

Oh, the joys of
dormitory food
Check out a variety of
inventive, dorm-friendly
recipes | Page 9

Horoscopes for
this week
Find out your future to
start the semester with
confidence | Page 10

What are you most
excited about for the
upcoming semester?

SI

CAITLIN BLAKE.
Sophomore. Middle
Childhood Education
"Cute boys." | Page 4

I
I

Bowling Green police officers will
be stepping up their patrol of the
city's railroad tracks this weekend
after two pedestrians were killed
by trains in Jury.
A joint force of four to six
Bowling Green police officers
and CSX railroad security officers
will be citing individuals for trespassing on the tracks.
In both Jury fatalities, the victims were trespassing on the CSX
railroad company's property, said
IX Tony Hetrick of the Bowling
Green Police Division.
Many people don't realize they
are violating the law when they
fail to cross the tracks at designated crossings, he said.
In Uhio, not crossing at a
crosswalk is considered a fourthdegree misdemeanor, punishable
by a citation, fine or jail rime.
Since the incidents, police have
devoted more time to monitoring the rails and have been issuing more citations.
On Aug. 10, Carolyn Knezevic,
22, of Highland Heights, Ohio,
was charged with disorderly conduct while intoxicated and criminal trespassing after police saw
her get out of a car at the Clough
Street crossing and attempt to
touch a passing train.
This weekend's joint patrol
with CSX security officers is
meant to coincide with the start
of the new semester. Hetrick said
the weekend before classes is
typically a busy time for many
crimes, including trespassing on
the tracks.
"Be aware wc will be looking for
trespassing and we will gtve citations," Hetrick said.
The heightened concern about
safety along the city's railroad
tracks began when University
student Timothy Gregory, 21,
was struck and killed by a northbound CSX freight train in the
area near East Merry Street during the early morning hours of
July 6.
Witnesses saw Gregory tying
See RAILROAD | Page 6

TODAY
Sunny
High: 80, Low. 52

'
TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 73. Low: 56

i

November 1995
Jessica Mawson, 21.
of Delaware, Ohio, is
killed after "scurrying
to beat a train"

September 2006
Stefan Tiell. 19. of
Fostoria, Ohio, is
injured while walking
along the railroad
tracks.

July 6,2007
University student
Timothy Gregory. 21.
is seen lying on the
train tracks near East
Merry Street before
being struck by a
passing train.

July 15,2007
Dr. Jason Sheehan. 32.
of Toledo, is struck by
a train. The collision
is ruled an accident,
but other details are
withheld

Freshman admission
numbers fall by 350
By Gina Potthof f
Reporter

Freshman admission to the
University this fall is the lowest
it has been in 10 years.
The number of freshmen
enrolled at the University is
down by about 350 students
because pi cuts to the freshman
scholarship budget, said Clary
Swegan, director of admissions.
The budget was cut by 40 percent, which may have caused the
University to lose some potential
students to other state schools.
"It hurt us competitively." said
Al Gonzalez, vice provost of
Academic Services.
Merit scholarships stayed
the same but tuition increased,
which causes the scholarships
to lose their buying power,
Gonzalez said. He called the
2007-08 academic year a "transitional" one.
"We had to cut back because it
was felt the scholarship expenditures were escalating too
quickly," Swegan said.
This year only S4.7 million
was allocated to the freshman
scholarship budget. Out-of-state
and full-fees scholarships were
also cut back.
Another reason cited for the
cut was the lack of state support
per student, which is currently
going down.
As specified by Swegan, the
University is looking for a "better way to spend the money we
have."

■ 675 transfer 'tudents
■ 440 out-of-state students
■ 44 percent male
■ 56 percent female
■ Average ACT score of 22
■ Average GPA of 3.23
Source: Office of Admissions

Including the freshmen,
the University's total enrollment is down 509 students
from last year.
Paula Ribeau. assistant to
the vice president for Student
Affairs, said students struggling to adjust to college life
can lead to a reduction in overall enrollment.
"Retention is a concern,"
Ribeau said. "Lack of connecting to BGSU in a significant way
leads to retention problems."
Student Affairs is working diligently to keep students involved
and interested with theirmajors
as well as their general surroundings at the University,
Ribeau said.
"Get them connected and get
them engaged," she said.
She also suggested the rising cost of a college education
and the decreased amount of
financial aid available as culprits causing the decrease in the
number of students enrolled.
"The expense has skyrocketed,"'
Ribeau said.
See FRESHMEN (Page 6

Everythingyoullneedcan
befound in The BG News

Aug. 10,2006
Police see Carolyn
Knezevic. 22. of
Highland Heights.
Ohio, attempt to
touch a passing tram
at the Clough Street
crossing in BG.

THE 3,275
FRESHMEN

Ready for college classes? All the
money you'll spend on books
each semester? Those lovely college loans?
If you're anything like I was
as a freshman, you're a little
unsure about everything. You
don't know much about the
other students, how you'll deal
with the pressures ahead or
even where to hang out when
you're not in class.
Luckily, The BG News is here
to help.
This issue offers information
you can't get anywhere else, such
as a quiz to help you determine
your ultimate Bowling Green
hangouts, recipes you can make
in your dorm room and even a
handy who's who of University
administrators.
Throughout the school year,
we'll cover the campus closely. We'll report the news that
affects you most — updates
to dining halls, pioposals by
the Undergraduate Student
Government and much more.
More than 100 students just

like you have worked to get this
newspaper in your hands today
and will continue to do so five
days a week — even through
blackouts and blizzards.
So, you ask, why would a
bunch of college kids want to
spend time in the newsroom
when they could be at the bars?
We do it for you. We work late
nights to get the news out to
the campus and surrounding
community.
And campus administrators
don't tell us what to write. That's
your job. The BG News is your
newspaper.
We rely on you to tell us what
we should cover.
We want to know what's confusing you in your first weeks
here, how you feel about the
University and how you feel
about our coverage.
Do you think you're being
represented in this newspaper?
Is there something you think
deserves more coverage? Tell us.
The BG News is your newspaper.
Don't forget that.
E-mail your thoughts and suggestions to thenews@bgnews.
com. Call me at my desk at 419372-6966. Visit us in the newsroom in 210 West Hall.
We'd love to hear from you.
E-mail Lisa at lishalu@bgsu.edu.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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BLOTTER

MONDAY

THURSDAY

8:25 P.M

2:52 A.M.
Kyle R. Turpening. 57 of Parkview
Drive, was arrested and taken to
the Wood County Justice Center
on two counts of domestic violence. Police say Turpening was
arguing with his wife when he
shoved her and their 7-month-old
child, whom she was holding, into
the bedroom wall. The wife and
child were taken to the Wood
County Hospital.

The tires were popped on two
bikes outside the public library
while the owne'S were inside. A
third bike was also damaged.
8:42 P.M.
Police were called to the emergency room at the Wood County
Hospital to deal with an unruly
patient who was threatening suicide and trying to leave.

¥• ^

3:18 P.M.
Dr. Jay L. Smith. 59. of Woodville.
Ohio, called to report a threatening phone call he received from
Kenneth D Walters. 17. of Toledo,
a patient from earlier in the day.

Fi! Storage Box

J

1:41 P.M.
Police received a call about two
men selling car stereos out of a
van parked in a gas station on East
Wooster Street. Officers went to
the scene, but did not find the van

File Storage Box
( (IMMiRI 1*1 CTRINlilM

FIND OUT
WHAT
BGNEWS.COM
HAS TO
OFFER
YOU!
(.heo out what bands are playing
and wh.it bars are hopping

MULTIMEDIA
We've got video and photo galleries Irom local events. Don t be
surprised if we caught you and
your friends!

BLOGGING
Check out our News/Sports/Pulse
blogs daily for updates

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily with
stories from the paper and online
e»lras

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

k

ONLINE: Read Gotobqnewscomfor
the complete blotter list.

JORDAN f LOWER

MOVING IN: The Henskens family helps their daughter. Gabby, left, move into Kncsdier on Thursday Most freshman moved in on Thursday.

EVENT LISTINGS

316 A.M.
Four people were arrested at a
hotel on East Wooster Street for
being naked in the swimming pool
after hours.

WEDNESDAY

;torage Box

k

3 A.M.
Bnan P. Donaldson. 22. of Toledo.
was arrested for theft at a restaurant on East Wooster Street.
An off-duty employee observed
Donaldson taking a $3 tip from a
table.

TUESDAY

Arson, drugs were on tap for police this summer
By Tim Sampson

under investigation.

City I

Crime didn't go on summer
v&cation in Bowline Green.
Here's a wrap-up <>i the major
happenings from the last few
months.
Dumpster arsonist
escapes arrest
An unknown person set
fire to 20 Dumpsters over the
course ol a month.
From May ."> to lune 6,
police were called to investigate tin1 suspicious fires set
in Dumpsters across the area
south of Wooster Street and
cast ol Mam Street.
University Police believe two
lire- set in Dumpsters on campus during this time arc possibly related.
Although the fires stopped
abruptly at the beginning of
)une, police have not made any
arrests and the case remains

THE m

6 arrested in drug
trafficking scheme
I ncal authorities arrested six
individuals in Bowling Green
for transporting and selling
cocaine.
I he suspects were charged
with trafficking and complicity in trafficking drugs. Officials
say they were bringing crack
cocaine from Toledo and then
selling it in Bowling Green and
North Baltimore, Ohio.
On lune I, Wood Count] Shet
ills arrested Roxanne lone/
34, ol Perrysburg, and Frankie
Hernandez, 26, ol Cygnet, on
last Wooster Street near the
University. Shawn 1 lager. 46,
and lames Bateson, 34, both
Of Howling Green, and Andrea
\ id lies. 11 and ( hiistina I cock
27, both of Toledo, also were
arrested at a home on the 200
block ol Napoleon Road.
The arrests were the result of

ANie was
■
high st hool.
but found herself In the wrong cro
amongst friends who abused Computei 5

a long-term investigation involving the Wood County Sheriff's
office, the North Baltimore
Police Department and the
Wood County Prosecutors Office,
with assistance from other local,
state and federal authorities.
Former student found dead
in her apartment
A Wood County Court bailiff
serving an eviction notice to
an apartment found the decaying body of a former University
graduate student on lune -I.
Genora Rutherford. 38, was
found in her apartment on the
100 block of East Court Street
Howling
Green
Police
Department Sgt. Paul Tyson.
who was at the scene, estimated
she had been dead for 10 to IS
days before she was discovered.
Rutherford graduated from
the University in 1992 with
a bachelor's degree in English
before returning to earn a bachelor's degree in education in

Soon Computer Science was leading Allie down
the wrong path, and hei world was becoming
two-dimensional. All compulery and sciencey.

Gas station on East Wooster
robbed

1995, said Tori Sharp, media relations director.
In fall 2001), she was enrolled
in graduate-level education
courses at the University,
Sharp said.
Rutherford's body was turned
over to the Wood County coroner, who has not yet ruled on the
cause of death.

Police have still not arrested
the man who robbed an Fast
Wooster Street gas station last
month.
Early on luly 29. a man
entered the HP Station nearest
to Interstate 75 and confronted
the cashier, claiming he had
a gun even though he did not
show it. The suspect demanded
money and then fled with an
undetermined amount of cash.
The suspect was identified as
a white male, between 5 feel
ti inches and S feet 9 inches
tall, and between I5S and 170
pounds. I le had sandy-colored
hair, parted in the middle, and
a dark brown mustache.
The case is still under investigation.

Man grabs some Fast Cash'
An unidentified man robbed
the Fast Cash on North Main
Street on lune 15.
The suspect entered the business on a late Friday afternoon,
threatened clerks with a handgun and demanded they fill a
bag with money.
lie then ran from the building with an
undisclosed
amount of cash.
Police failed to locate the
suspect, who they described as
a stocky black male, between
5 feet 5 inches and 5 feet 7
inches tall.

SpeclalSections Editor (hrisiy
Johnson contributed to this
report.

Then she found out about half.com. where she was
able to get Computer Science for half the price
This would prove to be her demise.
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Today AHle Is in prison, cut off frornC on
where si
I
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LEARN PROM AWE.
Just because half.com is cheaper doesn't mean
you need to buy twice as much Computer-Science.
Use your savings for good on half.com and
try a DVD instead.

SAVE
$5
H r > ■•'ntii.w,u ifi)M
1

Type in "overstudy" on luff.com and get started
on your subject ol choice today'

by
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Providing you with flowers
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USG leaders set goals for student, faculty communication
By KristcnVasas

USG IN BRIEF

JONNIE LEWIS
USG President

"We're here to do
everything. We're here
to answer ever
questions and if we
don't have the answer
we'll find an answer."

NICKGAMERO
USG Vice President

"USG is the place
where people can get
information about all
the important things
that are going on on
campus."

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/1008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.tneccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW
Will be renting for
2008/2009
Starting First of NOVEMBER

FXTCA
Hillidale Apt».
1082 F.iirvit'w Aviv
3 bdrm twnh.
Dishwasher / Garbage Disposal
Washer / Dryers / Air Conditioning
Carports IBGSU Bus Shuttle
•Ask about internet discount

HCCA
Findlay Pike / Portage Ohio
113 Findlay Pika
2 bdrm & 3bdrm
Loft style Apartment

MECCA
2S5 Palmer
3 Bedroom /1 Bath / HOUSE

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.tom
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

Reporter
The start of the new school
year
brings
many
new
changes and opportunities,
and the same holds true for
the Undergraduate Student
Government.
Under the new leadership of
President lohnnie lewis and
Vice President Nick Gamero,
the USG plans to focus on
"innovation and dedication
within the community of
Howling Green," lewis said.
"One of our many goals
Ibis year is to have a more
informed student body." be
said. "College has become a
place to grow, and in order for
this to happen at BGSU, il is

important thai [the studentsl
are involved with the USG."
Gamero also sees communication with the students and
administration as a central
goal for this year.
"Communication is our philosophy." Gamero said. "We
want to know the admin
is) radon on a personal level
land] we want to he visible to
the students."
Along with helping freshmen during move-in days,
Gamero and lewis also plan
to spend time in the Union
to become more acquainted
with University students.
lercniv Lehman, the USG
speaker for the 2007-2008
academic year, also stressed
the importance of increased
communication
between
the USG and the students at

the University,

"The USG plans on improving communications with
the school and the students
this year," Lehman said. "We
will do everything possible in
order to reach out to the students and let them know who
is representing them."
In order to do so, the organization hascreatedan improved
and more navigable Web site
and is working on more ideas
that will help expand new avenues for communication,
According to Lehman, the
USG also plans to work more
closely with other organizations that need help.
"Although we don't have
much, we plan on working
with the money that we have
and helping other student
organizations that need it,"
Lehman said.
ISul for the University to
benefit from the USG, Lehman
stressed the need for students
to come and discuss any
problems they may have with

members of the organization.
"We want to be approachable," Lehman said of the
USG's quest to know the students, "Come to the office and
hang out with us. Don't be
afraid to let us know when
there is something you want
fixed."
Lewis also plans to focus
time and effort toward working with other colleges.
"There is a new organization called the Ohio Student
Government
Association
which the USG will become
involved with [this yearl."
lewis said. "We will be meeting

and working wit hot her student
governments from universities across the state of Ohio to
ensure that students' college
experiences are the best that
they can be."
Jill Carr, the Dean of Students
and Assistant Vice President
for Student Affairs, said she
feels Lewis and Gamero will do
just that.
"They are doing an excellent

job so far," she said. "Ibis is a
crucial time of year fort be US(i
with new students moving onto
campus, and as long as they put
themselves out there [to the
students and the administration i. I believe they will be able
to put their plans into action."
Although both lewis and
Gamero say they feel it will be
challenging to meet both the
needs of the administration

and the students, they promise
neither will be forgotten during
the course of the year.
"We are a student-run gov
eminent, but we need to he
able to work with the admin
istration in order for thing*,
to
run
smoothly,"
Leu is
said. "We are here to stand
for the students. Who bet
ter to represent the students
than students?"

Monday MadFree "si3e"of"chips ^i salsa
with any purchase

A N G R I L I

Two lor Tuesday
Buy one entree gel one free
(Must present this ad)

Wacky Wednesday
Free Taco will purchase

Thirsty Thursday
Free large drink
with any purchase

Five Dollar Friday
$5.00 entree and drink

WE NOW DELIVER

please call for details

foi dine-in and carvut only.

128k Main St., B.G. • 419-353-7200 P

"We are here to stand for the students. Who better to represent the
Students than Students? - Johnnie Lewis. Undergraduate Student Government
president [see story, p.3]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
The opening day of
our club, the College
Republicans"

Friday. August 17 2007 4

What are you most excited about for the upcoming semester?
"Homecoming
[and] hopefully.

"I hope to get a good
education in this
country."

"My software and
Web application
development

potentially becoming
homecoming king"
riOVWACumrTnu
SAW MWIHCTON.
Senior. Liberal Studies

classes."
DOMENIC
VARRICCHIO.
Sophomore. Criminal Justice

SAMEHAGEEL,
Freshman. International
Business

I ASHLEY KLINE. Senror.
Computer Science

The fleecing of your study abroad

w

CHAD
PUTERBAUGH

Thousands ol students were
awakened this year to learn
their universities bail been feeding them lines regarding federal
loans. In exchange for their services, universities were receiving
kickbai ks while students bore
the brunt of their education costs
without aid.
It seems, however, the studenl
loan arena is not the only one
where students have been suffering from the unethical behavior
of their universities,

The only problem with this
system as I he New York Times
article mentions, is its potential
to be abused. It has already been
established that university officials like to enjoy their fair share
of kickbacks, so why not in this
area. 100?
I he resulting symbiosis very
much mimics what we've seen
regarding student loans.
Administrations are receiving kickbacks from using
techniques to discourage
competition amongst studyabroad companies.
Universities have been using
tactics such as only advertising
one company's services, and
even threatening to not allow
credits to transfer when earned
from alternative study-abroad
companies, according to The

A recent article in I lie New York
Times details yet anothei symbi- New York Times.
Any conservative worth bis
otic relationship involving universities and their affiliates, The salt would reply that the students
nature of the university's relation- should have had some foresight
ship is quite similar: administra- and researched opportunities
tion kickbacks, but the venue is a beforehand. A thoughtful person
would have researched his unicompletely different ballpark.
I or centuries. Studying abroad versity's study-abroad opportunihas been a unique way to learn ties long before choosing this or
about another language and cul- that university, they might say.
But, as a study-abroad stuture. Whether in a traditional
classroom, or simply an extended dent myself I can testify there
visit, there is no ot her way to learn are a number of obstacles to such
about another culture than to behavior, First, I didn't even know
I wanted to study abroad until
experience it firsthand.
Because of the swelling num- after my first year of college.
It would be silly to suggest
ber of todays youths attending
universities and the cookie-cut- that such levels of corruption are
let nature of the market system, unique to universities. Rather,
the study-abroad experience this kind of behavior abounds in
has become itimniodiii/ed and our culture.
1 chose two examples of unihighly impersonal.
The popularity of this resource versity scandal with the hones
(having doubled in the last that relevant examples might
decade, according to the Institute drive the point home: Consumers
of International Education) regularly are duped by those
has risen faster than most uni- they patronize, yet the myth is
versities' ability to establish an perpetuated that human beings
international presence, therein are quite capable of avoiding
creating a niche for private these situations.
companies to do just that.
Perhaps a little more protecVery similar to brokering, tion ought to be afforded to conprivate companies establish the sumers by a government so connecessary clout with foreign uni- cerned with national security.
versities to allow students from all The protection could be quite
over the United States the ability easily accomplished through
legislation. Personally, I'd suggest
to study abroad.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

increased regulation of advertisement, but that'sanother column.
In no way do I mean to suggest
consumers are stupid or exceptionally slow human beings. On
the contrary, a consumer is an
average human being with aver-'
age intelligence, average foresight
and average capacity to process
his daily business.
No. consumers are not stupid.
It's just that their position is fundamentally flawed.
Theamount of time and energy
required for consumers to make
educated decisions about everything they buy would be crippling (if not impossible) for all
consumers.
The time spent on one can of
beans, considering its sale price
at a particular store, the cost of
beans wholesale, the wages paid
to the picker of the beans, whether the field used to growths beans
used pesticide, etc., is at least a
full day's labor, and that's only
one item on your grocery list!
No, we must recognize as a
society that the load placed on
consumers is a bit too massive
and must be eased as we repeatedly read of corruption in the
business world.

Send comments about this
column (o timtwsQbgnemcom.

SPEAK YOUR MIND!
Got something you want to say
about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch
with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at
thenewstj) bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new
comment box at the Union
Information Desk.
■ Call us at (419) 372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in
210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full
submission guidelines at the
bottom of this page.

Why hello, dear freshman reader.
Were going to lie seeing a lot of
each other throughout the school
year, so I thought I'd take this first
meeting to tell you something
important: Every day, for the next
nine months, this is your space to
say what you want — and have
people listen.
This page is yours.
Not just the actual newspaper
you're holding right now. I mean
students, faculty, staff, administration, even people who live in
the city of Bowling Green itself
— they all read The BG News.
Nobody covers the campus as
closely as we do.
You, as newcomers, have
something to cherish: a
new perspective.
Those of us who have been at
the University for a year or two
now are bound to start missing
things here and there, becoming
accustomed to routines.
But you're going to be experiencing a lot for the first time,
quickly, and we want to know
what's on your mind.
How are your classes? What
do you think of your on-campus
food? What do you wish your RAs
were doing? What could be happening on campus to improve
your education?
Eor that matter, what do

Have your own take on
,0
°V*P"01*°n^
Street? Or a suggestion for
,
ion? &ve us
, „ , ,
feedback at bgnews.com.

you think of our work at The
BG News? What should we be
talking about?
All of those questions, and
practically any odier ones you
want to ask, are fair game on the
opinion page.
It doesn't even have to be about
a local issue — part of coming
to college is expanding your
mind, right?
So expand people's minds!
Got something interesting to
say about what Gov. Strickland
is doing? How about what the
U.S. Congress is up to? Or the
United Nations?
Now's your chance to have a
dialogue about those issues with
the diverse group of people who
read this newspaper every day.
You're going to see opinions
here from a group of students
who, like you. have a watchful
eye on this campus, the nation
and the world at large. What
do you think of what they have
to say?
Talk to us. Write to us. Create a
conversation on the campus.
Stop by our newsroom at 210
West 11,ill You can ask lot me

directly if you want, or talk to any
one of our editors.
Don't want to stop in? Give us a
call at (419) 372-6966, then put us
in your cell phone contacts list.
Don't want to call? E-mail
us at thenewsiwbgnews.com
and every editor here will get
your message.
Not near a computer? Pick up
one of our comment forms when
you grab a copy of the paper in
Olscamp Hall or the Union. You
can fill out the form on the spot
and drop it off in our box at the
Union Information Desk.
We make it easy—all you have
to do is speak your mind.
"But what if I usually don't care
about that kind of sniff?'' you say.
So what? Start now. As I said,
college is the time and place to
start creating those habits you
want to last a lifetime.
Being involved, interested and
passionate about your campus
and your world is a great place
to start.

Semi comments about this
column to lheneuv("'l>giieu'SCom.

CHECK THIS OUT!
The BG News is still looking for opinion columnists
and editorial cartoonists!
Everyone on campus is welcome to apply - students,
faculty and staff.
E-mail thenews@bgnews.com for more information.

A new home in the dorm and beyond
first month here on campus.

Ah. the beginning of a new
school year, l-'or many of us, it is
the beginning of a new experience: college life.
Let's face it. most of the things
that make us who we are start in
where we come from.
My love for flying came from
my uncle when he flew into my
hometown airport in his airplane that he built in his own
living room.
My good friend went homeand
rediscovered why she wanted to
major in biology: she loves being
outside when she is at home.
But for some of us, it has also
been a time to be thankful for the
great place that we call home for
eight months of the year.
The campus that all of you will
call home has more than just
academic halls and 21,000 students. It is also the home of great
new thoughts, ideas, friendships
and adventures.
To the new students, freshmen
and transfers alike, I would like
to offer you one piece of advice:
get out of the dorms and get
Involved. Find a way to make
this entire campus your home
away from home. Find a place in
a building or outside to sit, relax
and just chill. I guarantee you
will all need someplace to relax
by the time you get through your
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I personally like the fourth floor
of the Union. It has big, comfortable chairs and couches, it's out
of the way and it's quiet most of
the time.
There arc so many things to
do here on campus, whether you
want to get involved with community service or dive into one of
the craziest groups on campus,
BG UNDEAD, the Bowling Green
United NERF Defense for the
Elimination of Animated Dead.
Essentially, the BG UNDEAD is
a game with NERF guns and bandanas. This group is lots of fun for
a few weeks each semester.
You will find residence hall
rooms are small. Essentially your
entire house, except the bathroom, is condensed into a 15-by7-foot space.
In that confined space, you
can find things you would never
find in your home. You find new
friends and a place to get help on
your latest report.
As Bernard Little, last year's
Undergraduate
Student
Government president, said
in my BGeXperience address,
"While I lived in the dorms, I
found my best man, now all
I have to do is find my wife."
You never know what you will
find in your residence hall or on
campus. There is so much here
to discover.
But there is a danger. With so
many things on campus to do,
you can become overworked
very easily and find yourself with
too much to da
Don't get involved in every-

thing you want to be in. You
need to balance schoolwork
and leisure.
Don't try to spread yourself too
thin. There is always something
to do, but remember, you are
here to learn above all else.
like University President
Sidney Hibeau pointed out in his
welcome-back e-mail, "Our campus is continually growing and
improving in many ways, mirroring the fact that college itself
is a time of change and development, of opportunities to achieve
personally and forge relationships that will live on beyond
your years here."
You hit the nail right on the
head, Mr. President.
I invite all of you to go out
and find things that will challenge you. Not only academically,
but also mentally, physically and
spiritually; after all, one of the
core values of the University is
intellectual and spiritual growth.
I have called Bryan, Ohio, home
for the past four months, but I
think coming back to this campus that has given me so much
to do, so much to think about
and so much to look forward to
makes BGSU just as good, if not
better, than home.
I seem to call this place home
a lot more often than I do Bryan.
For those returning students, welcome home. For the newcomers
to the University, welcome, and
let's all have a great stay.

Send comments about this
column to tlieneuis@bgnews.com.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsS'bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Graduate school is expensive and
tedious, but worth a look anyway
judge you by. And after all of that,
you may still end up with no job,
$50,000 in debt, with kids who
have grown up eating nothing but
Ranien n<x>dles.
Graduate school, especially
programs in the humanities, used
to lie the bastion of elite, well-bred
The No. 1 difference between hell men from distinguished families
and graduate school is that you with trust funds to match, lor
would never tell a friend to go to these bright men. graduate school
graduate school.
was a step to becoming tobacco
At least that's the impression pipe-waving academic luminarI have gotten from my graduate ies on the equally dignified substudent friends.
jects of Sophocles, Beethoven and
On the other hand, I was talk- General Custer.
ing to my mom on the phone
Gradually', these men have been
last week, and she said, "I hope replaced with the slightly moldyyou've started thinking about grad smelling, overworked and bunschool. A bachelor's degree doesn't gover teaching assistants we have
mean anything on the job market come to know and love.
these days."
An increase in graduates has
There is a lot of conflicting created a slack job market, which
information about the value of financially pressed universities
advanced degrees, even when it's have taken advantage of to hire
not coming from burnt-out gradu- more "casual labor."
ate students or concerned moms.
(Casual laborers, which include
Graduate school does sound a graduate teaching assistants and
lot like hell: inordinate amounts adjunct professors, get paid lower
of reading, writing and playing salaries with little or no benefits
lackey for a grouchy professor and have none of the job secuwho holds the weight of your aca- rity benefits awarded to tenuredemic career (your only career) in track faculty.
his hands.
Over half of class time at major
Up to 11 years of your life dedi- universities is now put in by casual
cated to producing — to exact- labor, This is detrimental to both
ing standards — a 300-page the working conditions of gradudocument that only a small com- ate students and their future
munity of people will read and job prospects.

We're glad your back in BG!
Stop by The Flower Basket

THE FLOWER BASKET
165 S. Main St • Downtown BG
(419)352-6395
flowerbasket,<i wcnet.org
I'IV

If I had a nickel for every time
someone told me their sad summer is ending, my bank account
would be twice the size it is now.
That fact becomes less impressive when I realize there is only
SI.76 in there. That's not even
enough for a 40-ounce can of
Steel Reserve to help me forget
about this summer or celebrate
my coming graduation.
That's right, this is my last
semester at the University and
1 am almost giddy that I can
finally see the finish line. For me,
senioritis kicked in when I was in
high school. Not because of the
stacks of homework or the comainducing professors ("Bueller?...
Bueller?...Bueller?...").
No, it was the summers that
did me in. Summers spent doing
summer jobs. Ihe jobs nobody
else wants to do, with long hours
and low pay.
It started the summer after
my senior year of high school. I
decided to work at the Ohio State
Fair at the kids fishing pond.
Cue the flashback.
Once I am up to my stomach
in water, I realize my chest waders have sprung a leak. I make a
break for land, but being shin-

^r

the summer,
I have S1.76 in my pocket.
My summer was bearable in
no small part thanks to my sugarmomma girlfriend.
While I appreciate her help
this summer, there are few things
as embarassing as hearing die

server say "Henss the check, sir'
as my girlfriend simultaneously
lays down her Master! lard.
I am looking forward to graduating so I can finally move past
all the summer jobs. ('.< infrondng
mj weight in dead fish, used jock
straps, sleep-driving to work and
bankruptcy has made me think
life in a cubicle wouldn't be so
bad. After all, it could be worse.

Semi comments alxmt this
column in theneivs@bgnews.com.

Come in and Get your haircut Today!

IK i's largest anil mnst c< tmplctc imp* >rt facility

Sat.
8.00 am -1.00 pm

1 295 * Kramer Kit.
cIV.it'S. Main

-BG419-352-7031

„,J

• 2 Barbers • No Waiting
• Walk - ins Welcome
205 N. Prospect • (419)354-0303
(3 blocks West of the Admin BWg on tne corner of N Prospect & Court St I
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the summer.
The only difference between a
piece of a machinery and me is
that I complained and moaned
The only thing more rnescape
able than the endless hours was
the sense of irony you can onl\
get assembling huge air condi
tioners in a hot factory.
Thai brings me to this past
summer. While pursuing an
internship, I find a job working
for a news Web site near home
The work is fulfilling, challenging
and eye-opening.
Of course, it is an unpaid
internship. At first I think that
if I can manage my money
well, I can make it through

IS TOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

>

,

deep in mud and hauling IS
pounds of catfish corpses tends
to slow a person down.
The flies in the garbage cans
get another free dinner on me,
and I peel off my insufficient
chest waders.
The water from the catfish
pond at the Ohio State lair is a
unique shade of brown, which
makes it look like 1 have an explosive case of irritable bowel syndrome. It doesn't help that I smell
like a water treatment plant.
I spend the evening warding
off flics with a flamethrower that
I MacGyver from a box of match
es, a can of wasp spray and a
rubber band.
That was just my first summer job. The next year I opt for a
cashier job at a local sports store.
On my first day, nobody has
time to train me because the
store is being audited. There's
nothing quite like just winging
it with hundreds of company
dollars at stake.
What was left of my patience
went out the window dealing
with people trying to return jock
straps, so I got out of the custom
er service industry altogether.
The summer after my junior
year, my dad hooks me up with a
job in the factory when' he works.
I start my first day at 5 a.m.
That was hard enough before
they decided to make us work
overtime — in the morning.
I work 4 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
plus Saturdays, for the rest of

Colonial Barters
Hours:
Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri.
8:30 am - 5:30 pm

fresh flowers • plants • balloons
stuffed animals • cards • candles
and much, much more

-■'.

The tribulations of my summer jobs

While filming an advanced
degree will get you, on average,
SI6,000 more per year than someone with a bachelor's degree, this
is becoming less attractive as the
cost of graduate school continues
to rise.
Graduate programs are not subject to fixed tuition rates the way
undergraduate fees are. Students
at the University of Georgia's master of laws program, for example,
will pay almost 65 percent more in
tuition for fall 2007 than they did
for the same period last year.
For those who receive federal
aid, the cost of graduate school is
hardly less prohibitive. Even if you
qualify for the maximum amount,
it is most likely that paying for
housing, books and living expenses will still be left up to you. That
labor you put in grading papers
starts to look a whole lot less casual on a measly paycheck.
Then there is the debt. Fiftythree percent of M As, 63 percent
of Ph.D. holders and 69 percent
of those holding professional
degrees are more than S30.000 in
debt. The average graduate degree
holder will spend 13.5 percent of
his or her income paying back
loans. Fight percent is what is considered manageable.
This may sound all gloom and
doom, but we all know mothers
SeeBAHANAjPi.gc-6
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BAHANA
From Page 5
For those passionate about ;i
particular subject and ew ited
about research, the opportunity
to join a community ol si hoiars in your interesl area and IK'
treated as a peei maj indeed be
worth the flames of hell.
BxcitingnevN research is being
done ever) daj in the sciences.
Voiceless and historically
marginalized minorities arc
being heard lor ihr first time
in various refreshing new dis
ciplines.
Future world leadersare being
produced in both famous and
little known Institutions.
Depending on the particular job market you wish to
enter, getting work experience
aftei graduation maj be more
valuable than immediately
embarking on those extra

RAILROAD
Pagel
— the tracks just before he
t. according to the police
report.
Mine days later, early in the
mi uning on Inly 15, Dr. lason

years of learning.
For those in the business field,
yon may be relieved to know
many prospective employers
((insider an M.B.A. education
more valuable after a feiv years
of work experience.
So waiting a couple of years
before you make thai decision is
not a terrible idea.
II \oii are still confused, and
you probably are. talk to your
adviser.
She may have some good
advice lor you. Mine did, and
I will paraphrase her here for
you: A graduate degree may be
important to your career, but so
is work experience.
How you arrange these
components in your life is up
to you, not your mom or your
disenchanted graduate-student

friends.

\ ONLINE: More stones ace on our

Sheehan, M. of Toledo, was
struck and killed by another ( SX
freight train in the area between
Sunrise and Lehman avenues.
The Wood County coroner
determined Gregorys death was
accidental, but lias not yet ruled
on Sheehan.
Before Ink, the last time a

pedestrian was killed by a train in
Bow ling (ireen was in November
of 1995. lessica Mawson, 21. of
Delaware, Ohio, was struck and
killed because she was "scurrying to beat the train." according
to a police report.
But even though trains have
only killed three pedestrians

By Beth Ruckcr
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE,
Tenn.
—
Unrelenting heat that has
baked the Midwest and South
for the past 10 days has killed
more than three dozen people, authorities said as they
reminded people to stay cool
and drink plenty of water.
In Tennessee, the Shelby
County medical examiner's
office confirmed yesterday
that heat caused the death of
a 53-year-old man found in
his apartment the day before,
bringing the death toll in
Memphis alone to eight.
In all, 37 deaths in the South
and Midwest have been confirmed as heat-related, and
heat is suspected in 10 more,
authorities said.
In Memphis, the mercury

www.bgnows com

in Howling Green in the last 12
years, train accidents cause more
deaths than most realize, CSX
spokesman Garrick Francis said.
If a train is traveling at 55 mph,
it needs a mile to make a complete stop, Francis said.
This makes it difficult for the
crew of train to avoid a collision

topped out at 105 degrees yesterday, a record and the seven) h
consecutive day of triple-digit
temperatures, Shelby County
Mayor A C Wharton |r. compared the heat wave to a devastating earthquake and set up
a hotline for people to report
concerns and request fans.
This is pretty akin to a seismic event in the sense that
there is no remedy, no solution
that we here In this room can
come up with that will take
care of everybody," he said.
The Missouri Department of
I lealth and Senior Services said
yesterday that the heat caused
nine deaths there and likely
caused another seven. Six of
the nine confirmed deaths are
in St. Louis.
Fight deaths were confirmed in Illinois, four each
in Arkansas and Georgia, two

when they spot someone on
the tracks.
In 2006, there were 521 trespasser deaths nationwide
— up 12.5 percent from last
year, according to the federal
Railroad Administration. In
Ohio alone there were 24 deaths
last year, an increase of 71.4

in South Carolina and one in
Mississippi, as well as one death
in Tennessee outside Memphis.
In north-central Arkansas,
the temperature reached 112
degrees on Wednesday in a
place called Evening Shade.
"It's miserable,'' said Sharp
County ludge Larry Brown, the
county's chief administrative
officer. Road crews were working shorter hours, "coming in
early and leaving at noon. By
then it's already way over 100
anyway," Brown said.
In Alabama, state climatologist lohn Christy said trust ring of 10 consecutive days
of triple-digit temperatures
is amazing. Fifty-four people
were treated in Alabama hospitals Wednesday and yesterday for heat-related illnesses,
Stale Health Officer Don
Williamson said.

percent from 2005.
It is crucial that people know
the danger and stay safe near the
tracks. Francis said.
we have worked with Informing the public and the enforcement of the laws with city
authorities in the past, and it has
been successful," he said.
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY

St. John's Episcopal
Church
WELCOMES YOU!

We inviteyou to worship
with us and look forward to
meetingyou soon!

419.353.0881
1505 E. Wqoster
On the corner or Mercer &
Wooster, across from the
Harshman Quad

CHURCH

Dozensdieasheat wave strikesSouth, Midwest

She noted it was only
$10,000 for the four and-.i
half-year college education
she received years ago.
However, unlike total
admissions, the number of
transfer students is expected to go up this year by 50,
making the total 675. The
University is trying to determine ways to better distribute aid.
Swegan said he was hopeful that enrollment would
increase as some freshman
were enrolling as late as
Tuesday and Thursday.
The decreased enrollment is unlikely to affect the
University in the long-term
unless it continues.

Send comments about ihis
column in thenews@bgnews.com
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10AM. Discipleship Hour
11A.M. Worship Celebration
Mondays
7P.M. Women's Bible Study
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Get to know these familiar faces around campus;
they belong to some of the top University officials
Sidney Ribeau
University
President and
Professor

within the University. She is a es, she is also the Secretary to the
resource for students who would University Hoard ofTrustees.
like to become involved in the
Jill Carr
community and make worthwhile connections. Training the
Assistant Vice
staff, working with faculty, meetPresident for
ing with student leaders and helpStudent Affairs and
ing first-year students make an
_ .'an of Students
As president of the University, easy transition to university life
l
Ribeau attempts to make the are also some of her responsibili- ! -5
lives of students better by get- ties. Whetsel-Ribeau is the wife of
ting students more involved in BGSU President Sidney Ribeau
Can's job is to oversee the total
governing the institution. He also
development of students and
supports student affairs staff and
to aid in the process through
programs. Ribeau also promotes
Linda Dobb
coordinating campus activities
healthy and open relationships
and programs to get students
Executive Vice
between students and faculty. As
involved, (MI and her staff are
President and
president, he oversees t he general
free to help students by answer
Professor
operations of the 1 Iniversity. from
ing any question, issue or probwhole departments to the indilem they might have.
vidual students' interests.

Paula WhetselRibeau
Assistant to Vice
President for
Student Affairs

E

Dobb is in charge of operations,
including University libraries, continuing and extended
education. Office of the Chief
Information Officer, Office
of Equity and Diversity, the
University's public television station (VVB(iU-l'BS), Northwest
Her main objective is to get stu- Ohio Educational Technology
dents connected with the city or (NWOED and human resourc-

Edward
Whipple
Vice President of
Student Affairs

One of his goals is to help all
students succeed inside and outside the classroom. He oversees

the progress of staff members in
the Office of Vice President for
Student Affairs in their quest to
make students more aware and
knowledgeable about new technologies, diversity and realization
of close relationships within this
learning community and in society
as a whole. I le creates the direction
the Department of Student Affairs
lakes by setting certain priorities
and standards to follow.

Shirley
Baugher
Vice President of
Academic Affairs
and Provost
Baugher, who joined the University
in lime, plans and organizes management at the University. One of
her duties is welcoming new liicul
ty and administrators. She ulse > sets
directions concerning an agenda
and vision for the University to follow during the academic year.
-Information compiled by Gina Pothoff

St. Aloysius
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Books. Bibles, Gifts, Jewelry, Music, & Apparel I August" 2S
141 S Mam St, Bowling Green. OH 45402
|
Hours: Tuesday Saturday 10anr8pm
(4191353-1383

§ Catholicthurch
\i

We're on the corner ol Summit & Clough St.

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

fl

Welcome Students

j 20% OFF

CHHISllWIKMHcs Wfll.llls

! a regular priced item
when you show your
! student ID

How do you get college students
lo use a laptop bag? (Jive them
one dial's specifically made lor
I hem for free.

That's

what

Pastor Je-<l Nichols
Senior Pastor

would like, and most
importantly, would
use.
.;

'.'■ n hth University

top, extra room for books and
zippered pockets designed for
cellphones, IPods and PDAs.
Bill Legge, laptop projeel
manager at Meredith, said the
school picked the bag after
transfer students in lanuarj
professional women did
a bag tested them — and then actuthat was functional as well as ally used them.
"We wanted a bag that our
fashionable. Mancuso, a formei
researcher and vice president ai students would like, and most
GlaxoSmithKline and foundei importantly, would use,"
of a technology company called legge said.
Each student gets to choose
PharmaVigilant, said throughout her career she would con- from lour different color
slanlly hear women complain
si hemes and each bag will have
ing about bulky computei bags the school's monogram.
You don't have to attend the
Without style.
The Go dirl Messenger Bag school to gel the bag, though.
is the second hag for the com
I'hcy are sold without the
parry. It's a canvas hag with a Meredith logo for S59 online at
padded compartment lor a lap nuu.penelopebags.com.

First United Methodist Church

WELCOMES Y©0
SUMMER WORSHIP
10:00 am (Through Sept. 2)
FALL WORSHIP
(Beginning Sept. 9)

FALL WORSHIP
(Beginning Sept. 19)
5:30 Dinner

ovenant
Church

SUNDAY
SERVICE
10:00 A.M.

15341 Gomll Road
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Ctiurch Phone 419 352 2289
Church Fax 419 354 0350
www bgnazarene.com

that our students

lor lliis year's crop ol liisi
year students,
The college made a deal with
Wake Forest-based Penelope
Bags lo provide 600 Go Girl
Laptop Messenger Hags in
new students.
Penelope Mancuso came up
with the bag last year after realizing many female college students wanted the same thing

C Bowling c Ireen

A CARING CHURCH FAMILY

Meredith

"We wanted a bag

College in Raleigh, N.C, did

Rev. Or. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

VNazarene
\ Plata lo i»-'ii

Van Pick-up Available

M

9:00 Contemporary Service
10:00 Sunday School (all ages)
11:00 Traditional Service

1

Worship Service:
Sunday 10 30 am

By Samantha Thompson Smith

v4 j

(Locatedin the walkway behind Ponera)

BG Churchntthc

Sunday School:
Sunday. 9 15 am

i

Free laptop bags at N.C. college

6:30 Classes

Please join us at:
1526 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-0682
www. f umcbgo. org

Real People.
419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

1165 HaskinsRoad
email: officecabgcovenant.org

like

whap
you find!
First Presbyterian Church of Bowling Green
Sunday Service at 10:0(1 ,i.m.
Wednesday Prime Time

[meal & irllmi'Mp] al (>: I "> |i.m.

26 South! luinh Street
DcjwiilticMiBowl
www.bgpreUi.orx
41*35)

— Opening Week Events —
Visit us at the Union Oval:

WELCOME
HOME

I lam-1:30 pm Monday thru Thursday

At the Union:
Thursday, Creed on Campus Room 201
At St. Thomas More University Parish:
Sunday (8/19) BBQ alter Spm Mass
Monday (8/20) Catholic Newman Club in Fireside at 8:00 PM
Wednesday (8/22) Mocktails after 9 pm Mass & "Night of Worship"
Friday (8/24) Swing Dancing 8 pm in the gym

ST. THOMAS
WWW.STT0MS.COM

MORE
425 THURSTIN AVENUE

MASS TIMES:
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

5:00 PM
10:00 AM
5:00 PM
9:00 PM

(419)352-7555

EXPLORI YOUR FAITH
VVIIIRI YOU II
111 ONI Ol Till I wtni

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church
Rev. Dale Schaefer
www.stmarksluiherdnbg.org
35 South College
Bowling Green

t419) 353 9305

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.
Bible Study
Monthly home cooked meals

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Two in GOP, including Pryce, 450 known dead in Peru earthquake;
United Nations says toll will rise

say they won't run in '08
By John McCarthy
The Associate
COLUMBUS - Republicans
scrambled to find .1 candidate
for one of the nation's most
competitive
1 ongressional
districts yesterda) as Rep.
Deborah Pryce, nearij .1 casualty of the 2001' Democratic
surge, announced that she
would nol seek a ninth term.
Also announcing lhal he
will nol run for re election in
200H was Rep, Chip Pickering,
a six-term Republican from
Mississippi.
Pryce. once the mosl powerful Republican woman in
Congress, beat Marj lo kilroy
last veai bv I.OIL' wiles out of
220.600 cast. Democrats are
backing Kilroy. a Franklin
County commissioner, in 2008.
Republicans could have
trouble finding a top-flight
candidate for an open seal in
the district. Formei \ttorney
General Jim Petro, now a lawyer in private pi ad ice. said yesterday thai House GOP leader
lohii Boeliner and others bad
approached him about running for the nomination. He
said he would decide whether
to get back into politics within
two weeks
"I'm giving those thoughts
a lot of consideration now."

Petro said,
State Sen. Steve Stivers,
another Republican mentioned
as a possible replacement for
Pryce, said Wednesdaj he had
no interest in the job.
Pryce, 56, said she based her
decision on wanting to spend
time with her elderly parents
and her daughter Mia, who
starts kindergarten next week.
She noted that another daughter, Caroline, died in 1999 at
age (I from a rare cancer.
"I missed a lot of her glow
Ingup," Pryce said of Caroline.
"I don't what that to happen
again."
She said a light 2006 re-election victory thickened her skin
and did not play a pail in her
decision 10 retire. "I think the
ugliness of the election might
have played a pan in it, but not
the closeness ol It," she said.
Next year's race bad already
attracted the attention of
outside groups, and phone
calls targeting Pryce, mainly
for her support ol President
Hush and the Iraq war. hardly look a breather after last
November's election.
Pickering's scat could be
salci for I lie (il IP: No Democrat
challenged him in2006.
"I have a window of opportunity to maximize my time,
influence and participation in

By Jcanneth Valdivicto
The Associated Press

the lives ol my five sons now
ages 8 to 17," Pickering said in
a statement, "lime is the one
element 1 cm never recover or
regain. Being a father is one of
life's greatest callings."
Pickering. 44, did nol say
whethei he has a new job
lined up. He lias been widely
regarded as a potential candidate for Republican Sen. Thad
(01 loan's job if he decides to
leave it, bin Cochran has nol
announced whether he will
seek re-election nexl year.
Pryce, who last year faced
lite toughest race of her congressional career, lose to the
No I position in the GOP
before ii losi control in the
2006 election.
I lei decision means thai of
the four top House Republicans
from thai party's lasi majority,
only Roy Blunl of Missouri, the
GOP whip, will seek election
next year.
Former Majority Leader Tom
Delay. R-Texas, stepped down
lasi year, and pain officials
said former Speaker Dennis
Hasten, Il III., planned to
announce today thai he would
nol seek re-election.
SomeDemocratssuggestthai
Hastert's northern Illinois seal
iswinnable, bin the GOP vows
ii won't easilj give up a seal ii
has held for two decades.

Wfilcniiin Back
• Student Health Service will be open Friday, August 17th from 8am-4:30pm
• Starting August 20th Student Health Sevices will return to their regular hours:
8:00am 7:30pm Monday-Thursday
9:30am-4:30pm on Fridays
• Starting August 20th the Wellness Connection IRm. 170 Student Health Services! will be open:
8:00am-8:00pm Monday Thursday
8:00am-5:00pm Fridays
-Free HIV Testing is available between 9:00am and 3:00pm
(call 419-372-9355 to schedule an appointment!

BGSU
Student Health Service
419-372-2271
Health Center Building

"It is quite likely that the numbers will
continue to go up since the destruction of

PISCO, Peru — The death loll
rose to 450 yesterday in the magthe houses in this area is quite total."
niiude-8 earthquake thai devasMargareta Wahlstrom | U.N. Assistant Secretary-General
tated cities of adobe and brick in
Peru'ssouthem desert Survivors
daughters as Ihey were pulled was paralyzed by giant cracks
wearing blankets walked like
from the rubble: "Why did you and fallen power lines on the
ghosts through the ruins.
Panamcrican Highway. Large
go? Why?"
Dusl covered dead were
"The dead are scattered by the boulders also blocked Peru's
pulled (ml and laid in rows in the
do/ens on the streets," Pisco Central Highway to the Andes
si reels, or beneal h bloodslained
mountains.
Mayor luan Mendo/.a told Lima
sheets at damaged hospitals and
Many people said they had
radio station CPN, sobbing. "We
morgues, Doctors struggled 10
help more than 1,500 injured, don't have lights, vvaler. com- seen "lights in the sky," a phenomenon authorities attribmunications. Most houses have
including hundreds who wailed
uted to short circuits al elecon eols in the open air, fearing fallen. Churches, stores, hotels
trical plants where the quake
more aftershocks would send — everything is destroyed."'
The earthquake's magni- damaged cables and other
the structures crashing down.
Destruction was centered in tude was raised from 7.9 to 8 equipment.
In Chincha, a small town
Peru's southern desert, at the yesterday by the U.S. Geological
oasis ein ol lea and the nearby Survey, At least If aftershocks of near Pisco only 25 miles from
poll of I'iseo, about 12."> miles magnitude 5 or greater followed. the quake's epicenter, an AP
Hie tremors caused renewed Television News cameraman
southeast of the capital, Lima.
anxiety, though there were no counted 30 bodies in a hospital
The United Nations said
reports of additional damage or palio. The face of one victim was
the death mil was expected i<>
uncovered, her eyes open. The
injuries.
rise beyond the 450 reported
President Alan Garcia flew by feel of another stuck out from
by Peru.
It is quite likely thai the num- helicopter to lea, a city of 120,000 under a blanket
Hundreds of injured lay sidebers will continue to go up since where a quarter of the build
by-side on cots on walkways
ings collapsed, and declared
the destruction of the houses in
this area isquite total," said U.N. a state of emergency, lie said and in gardens outside hospital
buildings, kept outside for fear
flights were reaching lea to lake
Vssistani
Secretary-General
in aid anil take out the injured. that aftershocks could topple
Margareta Wahlstrom.
Government doctors called off the cracked walls.
The San Clemente church in
"Our services are saturated
the main plaza of the gritty fish- their national strike for higher
and half of (he hospital has colpay to handle I he emergency.
ing porl of Pisco was perhaps
There has been a good Inter- lapsed," Dr. 1 Inner Malma said
the single deadliest SDOl in the
ii.ilinnal response even without as he single-handedly attended
magnitude-8 earthquake, which
devastated cities and hamlets of Peru asking for it, and they've 10 dozens of patients.
1 he quake toppled a wall
been very generous." Garcia said
adobe and brick across Peru's
during a stop in Pisco, where so in Chlncha's prison, allowing
southern desert.
man) buildings fell thai streets ,11 leasl 600 prisoners to flee.
Hundreds had gathered
wire covered with small moun- Only 29 had been recaptured,
inside San Clemente church
national prisons official Manuel
tains of adobe bricks and broken
lor .1 service when the soaring
Aguilarsaid.
ceiling began to break apart. furniture.
Overstretched police and resThe help includes cash from
Worshipers were caught in
the United Slates, United cue workers in orange uniforms
their pews,
Nations,
Hed
Gross and sought to help survivors Irving
1 he shaking lasted for an ago
Luropean Union as well as tents, to get some sleep in the streets
ni/ing two minutes, burying
al leasl 200 people, according water, medicine and other sup- amid collapsed adobe homes.
"Were all frightened to return
to the town's mayor. Yesterday, plies. The U.S. Navy hospital
ship Comfort, equipped with a to our houses," Maria Cortez
only two stone columns rose
from a giant pile of stone, bricks, staff of HlX) and 12 operating said, staring vacantly at the
rooms, is in Ecuador and could half of her house that was still
wood and dust
quickly sail to Peru if asked, U.S. standing.
Rescuers pulled out bodies all
The Peruvian Red Cross
officials said.
day and lined them up on the
In Washington, President arrived in lea and Pisco 7 1/2
plaza — ai teas! 60 In late afterhours after the quake, about
Hush offered condolences and
noon. Civil defense workers then
three times as long as it would
arrived and zipped them into said the administration was
normally have taken because of
hodv hags. Hut relatives search- studying how best to send
ing desperate!) for the missing help. One American died in the road damage. Red Cross official
Giorgio Ferrario said.
opened the zippers, crying hys- quake, according to the State
In Lima. 95 miles from the
terically each time the) recog- Department,
epicenter, only one death was
Electricity, water and phone
nized a familiar face,
sen ice were down in much of recorded. But the furious two
leu in the traumatized
minutes of shaking prompted
crowds would talk with journal- southern Peru. The government
thousands 10 flee into the streets
rushed police, soldiers and
ists, One man shouted al the
and sleep in public parks.
doctors to the area, hut traffic
bodies of his wife and two small
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Receive two free bonus dollars when you add $20 lo your laundry card!

Clean Store - Security Cameras
Largest Dryer in Town - Air Conditioned
Card System - No Quarters Needed
Bill to Bill Changer - ATM - Free Wi-Fi - Open 24/7
Pool and Air Hockey Tables - Mega Touch Video Game

Ii

Wash and dry in about an hour.

www.LMARIES.com

• Digital Cubit - World*aim entertelnment with mon thin
300 ehanntli.
• Road Runner* High-Speed Online - Now falter than avor,
• Digital Phone larvlot - Unlimited looal and long-dlatanoa
oalllng for ona low prloa,

All three services
for as low as $QQ95/month

Located Behind Mylas Pizza.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
■

HEALTHY CHOICES
11 Meals undtr 600 Calorics
6 Alternatives to Frlas
8 Low-Fat, High-Fiber Items
Trans-fat Free*
Wt know how tough It It to find gmt
totting food that MM 1 go to wolst.
Wtndyi A tht aniwtr. I low alorit, high
flbtr, suptrht Ihvortd (holm.

«7«7 for12month$l

Call800.934.4181

for datiili on this and ether bundlid peokngn,

i^n»«*«jlj.uyi»i_ _l

BT3U-S08U11860 E. Wooster; 1094 S. Main
Pick-up window optn 111 1 am
^^W ^^^W^V^i^^^^" ^P ^^^^^P* ^IWf^w^F ""IWW
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WEEKEND PLANS
LOCAL
The National
Tractor Pulling
Championship
Come cheer for the loudest
tractor. The noise begins

Creative
dining in
the dorms

today at 11 a.m. and lasts
all weekend.

Karaoke at Grumpy
Dave's Pub
Show off your musical talents
with your friends tomorrow
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Textile Expression
Korean artist Si Won Lee
presents "Textile Expression:
The Moment of the Line-Act
ll-Motif and Idea Expansion,"
in the Union. Her exhibit can
be seen through Sept 2.

TOLEDO AREA
The Maumee
Summer Fair/ Taste
of Maumee

Whether you are a party animal who likes to stay up dancing all hours of the night, an
academicwhowantstosnowoffyournewlaptop.anoutdoorsyexplorerwhowantstoget
off campusor anyone who falls in between. Bowling Green hasa hang out spot for you.

Which personalitytraitdoyoufindmostattractive in others?
0

Intellectual

0

Check out what a neighboring
town has to offer starting at 9
a.m. tomorrow.

Doyouconsideryourself
a"

Do loud places
bother you?

Are you as courageous
as Steve Irwin?

Rock N' Roar
For $25 you can rock out to
three bands at the Toledo
Zoo. The fun starts at 7 p.m.

Andy Warhol's
Dream America:
Screenprints
The exhibition features more
than 100 works - many in
rarely seen, complete portfolios - that span Warhol's celebrated career at the Toledo
Art

Do you prefer
coffee or beer?

Do you like to stay out
past midnight?

Do you have

Museum

We all eat. tasle, smell, prepare, munch, cook, crave,
dream, lust, savor, chew, create, fiend, eat, love and live
for l()()!). liating is a common
ground thai we all share, like
the weather, but food is much
more fun to talk about.
There are sunny days and
there are great meals. And if
the weather is news, then consider this column the culinary
meteorologist or me the foodeater-ologist.
In a town where pizzerias
thrive, and on a campus where
dining halls are convenient to
us and mom's hot dinner is
200 miles away, food is a pretty
big deal.
Bating habits change, our
palate gets bored and we start
to hear about this thing called
the freshman 15.
Through this column. 1 will
be providing new recipes that
will uncover new tastes. Not all
of the recipes will be healthy,
but because health is sometimes more important than
taste, I will try to offer healthconscious suggestions and
encourage readers to think
more critically about the food
that fuels their bodies.
1 would also like to highlight some of Bowling Green's
esteemed restaurants and vendors that are keeping our taste
buds entertained.
For the Freshmen:
1 hope you like Ramen and
Easy Mac because they are
about to become an entire
block in your food pyramid.
But hey. microwavable dorm
food isn't all that bad, just think
outside the box (or bagl.
See RECIPES! Pa3e 10

Sunday
through
Sept. 9

Easy ways
todecorate
your room

ELSEWHERE
Drumtastic!
Ann Arbor drummer extrordinaire Lori Fithian will bring
her collection of percussion

Do you prefer
live music or dancing?

Do you support

Have you ever seen
an Ohio cactus?

instruments to the Downtown
Library in Ann Arbor. Mich.
The show starts at 7 p.m.

Ypsilanti 29th
Heritage Festival
Come experience this fun and

-

free family-friendly, three-day
event at Riverside Park in
downtown Ypsilanti, starting
at noon.

Rapunzel
This classic story of the girl
with the long hair who lived

Concert Venues
l(youdon'lddncetwle«i|oyt«mustcHowads
CkjbHbringsinavarietyofmLSioans. Another
laid back muw venue is Grumpy Dave's Pub

Starbucks
If you are a coffee lover, you might enjoy
Staibuds Bowl ngGreenisihehomeoflhree.
ard one of them located at the Union

Local Parks
'

A Je-open spate*' Bowing
• ' ,. ;arts-CityPaik.CarterPail.
Simpson Carder ► art and BelUJ Park

•r an ivory tower is showing
at the Marquis Theater in

►

Northville. Mich. The show
runs until Sept 23. Tickets are
$8. Please call 248-349-8110.

THEY SAID IT
"Girls like me

Local Bars and Clubs
Uptown. Sky Bar and Junction host ihemed
nights for those who enjoy dressing up and
dancing the night away.

Grounds for Thought
Checkout Groundsfor Though! to study, drink
coffeedndenioypa..(es"[lt]attra(tsalrwalkso(
Me." bansia Nicholas Way said.

Nature Preserve
The VYmtergatden Nature Preserve provides
Kails winding through forests and meadows,
allowing you to spend quali ty time with nat ure

don't make
invitations like
this to just
anyone!"
Uma Thurman as Mia Wallace

Still haven't found what you're looking for?
Woodland Mall - $2 movies on Thursdays
Grumpy Dave's - $3 comedy nights with student ID
Student Union - free movies every Tuesday, Friday and Sunday
•Information compiled by Emily Rippe

By Sarah Moor*
Assistant Pulse Editor

At first glance, the confined
space of a 12-by-19-foot room
complete with white walls,
beds, desks, dressers and closets may seem a little depressing. But. it isn't as hard as one
may think to make this newfound home livable and pleasing to the eye.
Stores all around the country sell low-price dorm necessities and decorations during
the summer and the beginning months of fall.
Some of the most popular
dorm hot spots include Target,
Kohl's. Meijer and Wal-Mart,
offering everything from extralong bed sheets to futuristiclooking chairs.
Bringing color into a room
can be an easy task, starting
with colorful bedding made of
either solid colors or appealing patterns. The less padding
the comforter has, the cheaper it is, and considering the
hot weather at the start of the
school year, a thin comforter
may be a reasonable choice.
One of Target's dorm-shopping slogans is, "You pick the
price and style to redo your
rooms." With that in mind,
simply mix and match different brands of sheets and pillow
covers instead of buying a prepackaged bedding set in order
to save money and look unique
at the same time.
Placing a multicolored rug
in the center of the floor can
bring the eye's attention away
SeeDECOUlrV"
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Skinny jeans, leggings top fall fashion

RECIPES
Fr.

By Laura La* Caracciolo
Pulse Reporter

Crack and Cheese
Try adding a glob of salsa to
your Easy Mac. It will make ii
taste a little less like cardboard.
■■rank's Kcd I lot or Tabasco sauce

Young adults adopt new fashions
all the time and are constantly
mix-matching articles of clothinj» to create a unique new look.
As Bowling Green students
ln\ ade campus lor a new year.
many different styles will be
worn.
back from the '80s, skinny
jeans are sold at every store and
worn by many young women
and even men. I hey an usually
worn with the ballet flats or flip
Hops and fashioned with longer
lank tops.
Girlshaveabo been seen wearing dresses and long, layered
tank lops over jeans. Leggings

Is another food route to go.
Smash
Ml you need is one small ling of
iMnlo dlips and a /Kick ofltamen
Noodles.
1. Prepare your Rumen Noodles
in the microwave, hut don't add
the flavor packet yet.
2. Take yourbagof'chips, smash
the diips all up into tiny pieces
and open ihelmg.
I Vow dump your cooked noodles into the ling with the chips
and add tlieflai or packet to meet
your taste. (Remember, potato
tiii/>s hare lots of salt nlreatly, so
a lull flavor packet might he a
little overpowering Usually hull
the packet is just fine.)
■I Hold the end of the bag shut
and 'hake it up. l)o a little dome.
del excited.
5. Hull the Img down the sides
about halfway so you me left with
a daiufy little howl of warm, delicious and crunchy noodles.
ft (let u fork, spoon orsporkand

have also become increasingly popular. They can be worn
under skirts or with a long shirt.
Students have also been known
to wear t hem underneath ripped
jeans so the patterns, prints and
colors show through the holes.
A helpful tip would be to wear
leggings under any bottoms in
the winter to add an extra layer
and keep you warmer in the
cold, windy city of BG.
"If you think about leggings,
skinny jeans, layering tanks
and ballet flats, they are all

items that slim the body down."
lunior less I hidley pointed out.
' fashion is the new accessory.
If you don't have fashion, then
you really don't have an ident ity, because fashion represents

individuality."
Each person has their own
individual style and being able
to mix fashion in a different
way than what's 'popular' is
when it becomes your own
unique style."
A style that currently dominates teens and young adults is
the "emo" look. The Cali beach
scene, such as llollister, has
crossed with the underground
NYC punk scene, popularizing
a trend that was once rebellious
and unique. Vans shoes, black
nail polish, studded belts, skulls,
tattoos and black and white
checkered clothing have become

mainstream
Junior Brad Kublin, I lollister
model, attended the Vans

Fall Trends
Summer Print: Plaid
Summer Color: Pale yellow
Hairitylo: Bangs, multi-colored, black underneath, curls,
poof
Accessories: Long necklaces,
nose and lip piercings, fashion

Warped Tour and noticed many
attendees sporting llollister
clothing.
"I find it ironic how emo
kids are all about rebelling
but are conforming to the
Hollister look," Kublin said.
"The guys are starling to look
like scuba divers when they
wear their girlfriend's skinny
jeans."

at'syour astrological sign? Horoscopesfor Aug. 20 to25
detailed descriptions of iheir
private lives. Stay focused, however, on work-related issues.

By Lasha Seniuk

Aries
(March 21 to April 20)

Ibis recipe is rumored to have
been born behind the bars of
American correctional facilities
and penitentiaries. It is truly a
great snack to enjoy inside of
your small, drab and stuffy cell
I mean, dorm room.

Taurus
(April 21-May 20)
Over the next few daw lined
ones are open to unique suggestions or rare home adjustments.
Changing business needs or
social schedules may now
require delicate management.

SIMPLICITY: To the tight Snari »as created by cooking Ramen Noodles, smashing
a bag o' potato chips, dumping the cooked
noodles into the bag and adding the flavor

Capricorn
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)

Daily business policies are a
prime topic of discussion this
week. Colleagues may now
openly debate past work mistakes or corporate failures.

Relatives or friends now offer
unwarranted advice or friendly
observations. Traditional home
roles or daily routines may be a

key concern.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)

Aquarius
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)

Last minute workplace decisions will now prove rewarding.
After Monday, expect managers
and officials to opt for group
inclusion, revised team roles or
new schedules.

Seductive invitations and
unusual compliments may
this week cause minor social
triangles. Some Aquarians will
now experience several weeks of
renewed sensuality.

details,
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)

Sagittarius
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

Pisces

leant acceptance in the workplace is now important. After

liimiry financial agreements and
home-operated businesses will this
week require careful planning. The
long-tern rewards, however, an'
promising and workabk1.

(June 22 to July 22)
Ask authority ligures for detailed
explanations of paperwork,
rules or deadlines. In the coming
weeks, debts and money contracts will be easily completed.

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22)
A potential lover or new friend
may this week oiler private invitations or hint ;il deepening intimacy. Remain sensitive to minor

'Tuesday, pay special attention to

Gemini
(May 21 to June 21)

flJUl liking.

Libra
(Sept. 25 to Oct. 23)

Cancer

Candid discussions will now
renew vitality and add social
confidence Many Aries natives
will ibis week opi for long-term
romantic promises, new work
routines and revised family
plans.

indulge.

■

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Before mid-week, business officials may offer compliments or

unique observations and group
planning.

(Feb. 20 to March 20)
A close Mend or younger relative may now reveal unexpected
career plans. Areas of interest may
lx' long-tcnn travel. Information
systems or public relations.

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

COMPARISON

AMENITIES

Winthrop I Summit Terrace

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed / 2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

It of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570($285 each)

51196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900($300 each)

Gas

so

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

544

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools!

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642($403 each)

$1203($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200($100 each)

$600 (SIM each)

S1292 ($323 each)

S5001S167 each)

Monday, August 20
Mission Improvable
9:30 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom

|

Your mission, should
you choose to accept
it, is to see why this
group is the nation's
funniest improvisational
show. The five-member
team has been
assembled to bring you
hilarity, fun and
humanity.

*j

'Note All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 12 month average. Due to weather, bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!

Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthr0p@9erdenich.com

Quiznos
MMMM...TOASTY!*

1/Oefcofties Students
COME

VISIT

US:

ACROSS

FROM

MAC

WEST!

BG'S BEST

■ T-Shirts

Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!

I Jackets

■'• Sweatshirts

In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 500 fabrics to choose from.

I Baby T

I Hats

Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise

* Coffee Mugs

Baby Tees Sweatshirts » T-Shirts m Totes
Jackets Shorts * Skirts * Capris

.' Gold Jewelry

WOOD PRODUCTS
Book your paddle party now for 20% off

B Silver Jewelry

HOT NEW ARRIVALS!
FLIP FLOP

K

Baseball T
i Charms
i Window Stickers
I ID Holders

TOTES ■ PURSES

■ Pencils

I Stationary

■ Flip Flops

Blankets
Mom & Dad

Totebags

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333

<->!£•

MON.-THURS. 10-8 • FRI. 10-6 • SAT 10-5:30 • SUN 12-5

t

4/

REGULAR FOUNTAIN

DRINK Alia® CHIPS
with the purchase of regular or large sub,
bread bowl, or entree salad"

"valid at Bowling Own location only
Not valid with any other offers

1424 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419) 352-6407
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Dec your dorm

From Page 9
room, and merely buying new
slipcovers for used pillows are
a cheap alternative to making
them look as good as new.
When interior design major
Amber Conley was a freshman,
she used everyday objects and
small craft store items to spice up
her room. She cut out her and her
roommate's names from foam to
put on the door, added dangling
beads and rhinestones to the
shade of a lamp and put glow-int he-dark stars on the ceiling.
Interior decorator Coral Nafie
stresses that anyone can make
their living area beautiful, and
imagination and creativity are
certainly two important factors
when decorating on a budget.
She suggests possibly painting
an ordinary chair to make it look
fresh and appealing, and to pur
chase moodlites for only $5 each
at www.mood-factory.com to
create any colorful atmosphere
that you please.
An important thing to remember is that even though you may
have a roommate, your side of
the room will always be your
personal space that should be a
welcoming area.

Also try picture frames to add personality
to your dorm room

Jerry's

Automotive

Preferred
Properties Co.

rOWING 24 HOUR A DAY . 7 DAYS A WEEK

$12.95 Oil Change Special

www. preterredpropertiesco com

Oil & Filter

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts. mown
• Fox Run Apts.
• Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
see our website or
call for more details

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $310
UNFURNISHED $299
FURNISHED $335
FURNISHED $324
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
'trip offer only valid at (he Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV
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0 'desert island' films you can watch again and again
ByBillGibroii
MCT
i hese Rims symbolize mj desert
islam! titles, the kind ol classic
films you can imagine watching ova and ovei again without
ever having to worrj that they'll
grow dull or derivative, rhey
would stand the test oi nine and
then please someone who happened upon them long aftet you
were gone.
1. "2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968)
Startle) Kubrick was nevei
afraid to use his films l<i
speak to the big picture issues
- and here, he addresses
(he most massive one of all:
mans place in iIn* entire cosmic order. With his meticulous posi production pliability, and a wealth of Intriguing
footage to work with, Kubrick
confounded expectations and
delivered the first interstellar [realise on luinianin and
its purpose in ihe universe.

2."ChnenKane"(1941)
lust try to ignore or marginalize
this benchmark in Hollywood's
formative stage, an experimental
epiphany that forged the standards for decades ol craftsmen
to come. Sure, it's gimmicky and
overloaded with stylistic stunts,
but when dealing with a story
this sensational, this grandiose in
scope and speculation, the size is
more lhan warranted.
3. "Millers Crossing" (1990)
i heCoen Brothers have always
Ixvn motion picture archaeologists, mining tinsel Town's past
for their perfectionist posl-imxlei ii means. They managed something rather shocking with this
celebration of fast-talking, gun
toting hoods: They discovered the
ai I buried deep inside the artifice.
I ikealllcgiiimateclassics, it draws
its own com lusionsand leaves you

breathless in the process,
4. "Pulp Fiction" (1994)
No one can deny the power of
lliis near-perfect film. Like a shot

of aesthetic adrenaline placed 6\"3Wbmen"(1977)
With its basis in a dream, and
directly into the motion picture
pleasure centers of your brain, its lack of inherent interpretation,
Quentin Tarantino, the ex-video Robert Altman proves that storystore clerk turned cultural lynch- lines don't need self-imposed arcs
pin, took the standard tops and to have solid dramatic resonance.
robbers routine, subtracted the As much a feminist manifesto
law. and let his amazing way with written in reverseasacalculatedly
dialogue drown everything in crazy character study, the amazcouplets of quotable splendor.
ing American maestro uses his
title trio to manifest the seminal
5. The Rules of the Game"
stages in a gal's ungainly life.
(1939)
7."MuJic4andDT."'(2001)
As Important to the formation of
How David Lynch managed to
true nuxlern moviemakingasany
other from its era, lean Renoir's salvage a failed television pilot and
tragicomedy of manners remains turn it into his ultimate night tera stellar work of celluloid sump- ror masterpiece remains a questuousness. Renoir used every tion for film scholars to decipher
trick in the reel-to-reel routine to — especially in light of other
realize his perceptibly allegori- startling accomplishments like
cal denouncement of the French "Fraserhead." "Blue Velvet" and
upper crust, who Renoir blamed "lost Highway." Yet by taking on
for the onset of World War II. From the very entity, Hollywood, that's
its narrative complexity and opti- refused to embrace him for all
cal richness, to the last act party, these years, and perverting the
which places everything into per- 42nd Street formula (small town
spective, Renoir really did deter- gal makes good) into same sex
mine the way post-silent cinema surrealism with a sinister undercurrent, he fashioned his own
would work.

a masterpiece of crime as an
elitist urban calling card — and
a one-way ticket to self-destruction. With amazing performances from a stellar cast, and a
storyline soaked in the kind
of racketeering we've come
to expect from the genre, the
results are electric, dynamic
and fabulously profane.

demented "Day of the Locusts."

& The Adventures of Baron
Mundtausen"(1988)
If you're looking for a movie
manipulating each and every element of cinema into a pure flight
of fancy, this amazing tall tale is
your ticket to another wondrous
world. Styled by ex-pat Python
Terry Gilliam as the final phase
in his loosely formed "Ageism"
trilogy (with "Time Bandits" and
"Brazil"), this story of a fabled
German liar and his exaggerated
yarns of superhuman escapades
uses every trick in the moviemaker's handbook—and then Gilliam
invents a few more, just to keep
us interested.

10. "Fight Club" (1999)
If ever a movie clearly defined
itsera, this David Fincherdecon-i i II. i II HI of Chuck Palahnuik's
punch-drunk novel sums up
the '90s quite nicely. The baffling and bifurcated state of men
in America is brilliantly and
unabashedly deciphered, resulting in the darkest of black comedies and the coolest of sociological dramatics. At the heart
of this fascinating film remains
a message about the corrosion
of conformity and the instability of individuality. Together,
they help define what's very,
very wrong, and very, very right,
about the whole of humanity.

9."6oodFeHas"(1990)
More energetic than Coppola's
monumental "Godfather" saga,
"GoodFellas" remains Martin
Scorsese's definitive take on the
mob myth. Set up like a symphony with different "acts"
mandating varying directorial
styles, each movement here is

WELCOME BACK New products cater to YouTube-loving generation
By Dave Mathews
MCT

SPECIALS
Vehicle Lock-Outs $10
Jump Starts $20
In Town Tnwing $20*
'doesn't apply to private lol
oi police tows

vehicle lock-outs
in 20 minutes
OR IT'S FREE

TOWING
(419)352-1688 or (419)308-4245

Special prices apply only from 9am to 9pm Specials effective until 9/30/07

Get the scoop on hot newproducts that give you access
to YouTube content on screens
other than your PC.
If you are like many of the students that I Speak to. you have a
handful of LCD displays around
you — on your mobile phones,
il'ods, laptops and other assorted gadgets. That being said, you
probably have no desire to own
or watch traditional television.
For the Facebook-addicted,
iiunes-loving generation, television is "too push" and YouTube
has become your source for ondemand "video attacking."
Gone are the days of watching whole shows: it s now about
enjoying the relevant content.
The generation of fast-food
dinner consumers has their
own brand of fast-consumption video content and this
audience justified Google paying $1.65 billion for the video

site in the fall of 2006.
This being said, when you are
ready to buy a high definition
television (HDTV), watching
YouTube videos on your laptop
may not be the best way to enjoy
the content for either a "rich
experience" or access to these
videos on the go. Fortunately,
there are now a handful of products that provide YouTube content on screens other than your
PC. This is not the first time that
there has been a battle for data
connected devices in the living
room. Many, other than video
game consoles, have failed in the
market but none had supported
YouTube until now.
The first product to allow
YouTube content on a television
was the NFTGKAR HVA8000
Digital Fntertainer HD (S349).
This living room device will also
find music, videos and photos
on your network PCs or storage
devices or even an attached USB
thumb drive and display them
on a television. Once your PC is

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

the srsterheed where yea MM
DXP's Five Pillars:
Advancement of Women through Higher Education
Increasing Multicultural Awareness
Community Service
Sisterhood
Friendship

■S If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insi
this is for information only. Students will still be able to get their
grades and register for classes.
«' Students registered for 8 or more credit hours on main camous
are required to have health insurance.

DXP Is a national social
A service sisterhood
that welcomes women
of all backgrounds.

v To Enroll in the BGSU-offered insurance plan go to your
MyBGSU/Fmancial Services/ Student Insurance Requirement.
•/ Students can visit MyBGSU/Financial Services/ Student Insurance
Requirement, to complete the waiver form. You will need a copy
of your current insurance plan and insurance identification card.
•f

Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage

v

Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
September 7. 2007 to avoid permanent Insurance charges on your
Bursar account.

The ability to watch YouTube
running the Digital Fntertainer
software, you will be able to content, which was enabled by
watch the full library of YouTube a free software upgrade (vervideos. Unfortunately, a PC is sion 1.1) in late lunc of 2007,
required to sit in the middle of enables the Apple-TV to stream
"the transaction" and decode the those videos directly from the
video from the YouTube Web site, Internet. It does not require
and then pass it through your a computer in the middle of
wireless network to the television the connection to perform the
decoder. This makes the setup transcoding process, but you
a bit more complex, but gives will only be able to watch those
access to the full library of videos videos that have been transcoded by the staff at YouTube to
within the site.
Apple announced its i IV prod- the 11.264 format — something
uct at Macworld in January 2007, that is taking place at their disthen released it as the Apple! V cretion. This means that some
in March. This product oozes of your favorite videos you
both physical style and a beauti- have found on your PC may
ful on-screen user interface, but not be available on the AppleTV
is only compatible with HDTV immediately. They are working
television supporting compo- to make more videos available
nent or the latest digital HDMI for this platform however.
The most noise in the gadget
inputs. The internal 40 ($299) or
160 gigabyte (S399) hard drive universe came from the iPhone
syncs with your computer run- with its built-in YouTube icon
ning iTunes so you can watch from the home "deck" of the
some of your videos, pictures or device. However, you will need
music with your computer off or to have your phone connected to
a WiFi hot spot.
out of the house.

For more info check out www.deltaxiphi.org
D-XIRE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. JOIN DXP.
Email membership@deltaxiphi.org

Friday, August 17
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

2 Weeks
FREfi
Tanning

™ Bee Gee Shopping Center

1062N.MainSt.

352-9055

Free tanning based on tanning once
every otfxji day. Restnctions Aoply. New
Customers only Pfwto ID required.
E«wes 12/31/07
BGN

Lotions

5200 Monroe Street

843-2055

25

Southland Plaza
3400 Glendale Ave.

'off

382-5055

Reslnclions Apply. Photo ID
I
required 1 Coupon pet Person. I
Expires 12^31/07 JBHJ

Mir.i.l-- M.I.- l'l.i.-.i

4925 Jackman Road

Unlimited
Tanning \

475-9855
' Timbarstonc Plaza
7615 Sylvania Ave.

841-5055
. Spring Mudowi PUi.
1558 Spring Meadows Or.

866-8655

Escape to BGSU

tanproifsa.com
toll free 866-tanprol

The Coolest Way to Look HOT !

I

u

6 .' J.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Join us for photos with Freddie and Frieda, henna
tattoos, caricatures, a comedian, music, and a Battle
of the Sexes game show with cash prizes!
Late Nite @ the Rec
10 p.m.-1 a.m. • Student Recreation Center
Meet new people, play outrageous games, and have
a blast at the SRC!

Saturday, August 18
ThlnkFast Trivia
Lanhart Grand Battroom
Earn bucks tot those brains-on a team or on your own!
Answer popular trivia questions and you could win a cash
prize ol $200.

Sunday, August 19
New Student Convocation and Picnic
3:30 p.m. • IMversity Hal Lawn
Raki location: Anderson Arena
All new students attend this BGSU tradition. A picnic
will be served following Convocation.

mo.

Restnctions Apply. Pnoto ID
required 1 Coupon per Person.
Eipws 12/31/07
KM

UlftiCQffl6

■^J
■BGSU

Movie: "Blades of Glory"

8 m 2os B wen

p- - *

° -

Thompson Student Union Theatar

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What do termites eat for breakfast?
A: Oakmeal.

THE ONLY NEWS WORTH READING OUTSIDE THE BATHROOM STALL.
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TOP TEN THINGS TO
DO THIS WEEKEND:

Just face it, senior year is over
Oh BGSU, how I've missed you.
.. .well, not really.
I've actually been in town all
summer working to pay for yet
another semester of sleeping
in and missing class, with the
inevitable dozen or so parties
throughout the week.
Let's all just toughen up and
face it: None of us is actually
ready to buckle down and start
work on school right off the bat.
I mean we'll all be way too busy
catching up with everyone from
last year to even give a second
thought on something like buying books or setting an
"alarm clock."
Now, for the freshmen that are
looking forward to the college
life of drinking and debauchery
shown in IV and movies, let me
inform you — you've come to
the right place. But don't get your
hopes up; you haven't earned any
cool points.
If the banners hanging along
Woostcr Street (which, I'm sure,
you'll see at some point) weren't
an obvious enough signal to display the upperclassmen's opinion of you, you've got a fun few

Wri-fr for th.«

weeks ahead.
You are at the bottom of the
food chain; so let me give you a
few pointers so you can survive
long enough to learn some tricks
on your own.
1. Do not try to act cooler than
anyone you come in contact
with, l-ver. They are most likely
older than you, and thus cooler
by default.
2. When walking in a group, do
not span across the sidewalk in a
kind of can-can line. You will get
hiked down.
3. If you take too long to order
your food or pick something out
in the dining halls, you might just
get stabbed with some
plastic silverware.
4. VVlkipedia will be a lifcsavcr
on almost all of your freshman
Knglish papers.
5. Don't make a fool of yourself

NOt JtftWS
*T

at the bars — that's what the
people who can legally drink are
supposed to do.
6. Keep anything that can
bludgeon the human skull out of
reach of your roommate and in a
locked box. (Up|>erclassmen can
appreciate this lesson.)
7. And to repeat for emphasis:
I )on't try to act cool. You are still
freshmen.
Other than that, I hope you
have a pleasant and successful
semester. Well, as pleasant as
you can get when your 5-by-5
foot box of a donn room heats
to a wonderful 2(X) degrees
Fahrenheit as soon as the
sun hits.
But why be nervous? You're
alone, without your parents to
tell you what to do, surviving on
Pop Tarts and Monster
energy drinks.
But it's not all bad — this really
is the time of your life to figure
out who, exactly, you are,
... most likely you're a slacker.

Welcome to Boring Green State
University. For the next four-ish
years (if you're lucky) you will
have to accept the fact that not
only did you choose to come
here but also that yoj re paying
to come here
Basically no matter where you re
from or what your reason for
choosing BGSU you don't have
a good excuse. If your from a
big city it's like going from the
Olympic size pool to the kiddie
pool . the ones with the ducks
on the side.
If you're from a small town then
you have no excuse at all. You
knew what you'll be getting
yourself into
Finally, if you've come from
another country please let us
apologize on behalf of the entire
student body — they know not
what they do.
i
is on wliai to do

■
■
■
■
■

Matt (mmauk@bqsu.edu) is recalling his
lime spent as a freshman all four years

ar|j|«aake tfom

prOUCtfl'

AMLUHMmnirr.acMi.
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■
■
■
■
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•
Get drunk.
Check Facebook.
Get drunk (again).
Goto Wal-Mart.
Get lost in a cornfield.
(They're everywttere).
Count ceiling tiles.
Sit and sweat in the dorms.
Watch Skinimax at 3 a.m.
Repeat steps #1 and #3
with vigor.
Proceed to hospital for a
tour and a complimentary
stomach pump.

MUifu

KLEVERS JEWELRY
OO^'J/mrA ty/emy • 0cpwnaMr ({/rtfumUuiitiee /9/6

* JEWELRY
* DIAMONDS
* PENDANTS

* BRACELETS
* CLOCKS AND WATCHES
* BATTERIES INSTALLED

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR TUESDAY NIGHT FUN LEAGUES!

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE

WWooMtf

ALL tOO CAN EAT RIBS FRIDAY NIGHTS.

ENGRAVING

• -PLAOUfS

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD!

HW ^H.t-vii.:^ .,..;„,■■

Open Monday-Saturdaj • 419-353-6691 • I-N0O-.S69-39XK
Corner of Poe <V Haskins (Fairview Plaza)
u » w.k levers jew ler\ siore.com

HOME OF BGSU FALCON BOWLING TEAM TRYOUTS 8.25 t 8.26 CALL FOR DETAILS

JOHN NEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

Li-

(Across From Taco Bell)

www. johnnewloverealestate.com

^^A network-based file
storage system for BGSU
faculty, staff, and students,

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30. Sat: 8:30- 4:00

1

M

■ i ■ : ■;:

■j ■■ ii■ i ijj M ;

Did you know?

There is a network-based file storage
system available to BGSU faculty,
staff, and students.

Uideo Spectrum

Did you know?

LARGEST MOVIE
SELECTION IN BG
Hard to find Movies • VHS and DVD's
#

MyFiles offers the ability to upload,
store, access, share, and retrieve
files from one location that is
accessible from on or off campus.

"*Q(

• CLOSEST VIDEO STORE TO CAMPUS •

112 E. Washington St. 419-352-4171

Are YOU Hot?
COOL OFF WITH AN ICE COLD

User must agree to MyFiles User Agreement
prior to use. Use of MyFiles must comply
with BGSU network policies and all copyright laws

BUBBLE TEA ^
or
A Delicious Fruit

SMOOTHIE

•fMIND VIDIO SPECTRUM

112 E. Washington St.

made with real fruit

A
or^S*

cho

Check it out at:
myfiles.bgsu.edu

**°s

r

Documentation available at:
http://www.bgsu.edu/its/tsc/self-help/page9485.html
Questions regarding MyFiles may be directed
to TSC, tsc@bgsu.edu

Pulse
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10'desert island'films you can watch again and again
ByBillGibron

I Ill'M lilllls s\ llllinll/r lll\ ilrsl'll

island lilies, tin- k
lillns you i r
lll|i UU'I iliul 0

evn hii
grow dull i
would siand
then plcusr

I In".

prllill U|
mi

3. "Millers Crossing (1990)

1. "2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968)

1
oen Brothers have always
motion |)i> lure archaeoki
mining I insel lown's pasl
Iheii perfectionisi |xisl mod
im'a
I hej managed some
ratliei shtK'king with iliis
I rig, gun

sum
.ill.ml

speak
ihi

2. Citizen Kane"' (1941)
hi--1 in in ignoreoi marginalize
ilii~ benchmark in Hollywood's
formative stage, an experimental
epipham thai Forged the stan
dards foi decades ol craftsmen
11 Sure, it's gimmicky and
overloaded iviili siylistk stunts
Inn when dealing with ;i story
this sriis.uiuii.il. this grandiose in
mid spei ulation, the size is
ihan warranted

II

In

: ■ , iivercd the

I. ,1 deep inside theartifii e.

:i.in i lassii - ildraws
i .ions ami leaves you
less in ihr process

■

d
l

irsi i

4 Pulp fiction"" (1994)
\u one am den\ Ihe powci ol
this ni'.u perfect lilm I ike ,i shut

In

ni aesthetic adrenaline placed
directly into die motion picture
pleasure centers ol \<>ur brain,
Quentin farantino, the ex-video
store i Ink turned cultural lynchpin. look ilu1 standard tops and
robbers routine, subtracted ilu*
law, and lei his amazing way with
dialogue drown everything in
couplets ol quotable splendor.
5. The Rules of the Game"
(1939)
\s important to the formation ol
true modern moviemaking as any
OIIHI from its era, lean Renoir's
tragicomedy of manners remains
a stellar work ol i elluloid sumptuousness. Renoir used every
irk k in the reei-to-rcel routine to
realize his perceptibly allegori
cal denouncement ol the French
uppi'i crust, who Renoii blamed
iiu die onset ofU'oridWarll.From
us narrative complexity and optical richness, to the last act party.
which places everything into pel
sportive, Renoir really tliti determine the iva\ post silent cinema
would work

6. 3 Women" (1977)
With iis basis in a dream, and
iis lack ol inherent interpretation,
Robert Airman proves thai storylines don't need self-imposed arcs
in have solid dramatic resonance.
As much a feminist manifesto
written in reverse as a calculatedly
crazy character study, the amazing American maestro uses his
title irio io manifest the seminal
stages in a gal's ungainly life.
7."MdhollandDr."(2001)
How David lynch managed In
salvage a la i led television pilot and
turn it into his ultimate night lerror masterpiece remains a question for film scholars io decipher
especially in light ol other
startling accomplishments like
'Eraserhead," "Blue Velvet" and
I usi I lighway." Yet by taking on
the very entity, Hollywood, that's
refused in embrace him for all
these years, and perverting Ihe
42nd Street formula (small town
gal makes good) into same sex
surrealism with a sinister under
current, he fashioned his nun

demented' I )ayot die Locusts."
8.'The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen"(1988)
It you're looking for a movie
manipulating each and every ele
nieot of cinema Into a pure flight
of fancy, this amazing tall tale is
your ticket to another wondrous
world. Styled by ex-pal Python
lerry (lilliam as the final phase
in his loosely formed "Ageism
irilogy (with Time Bandits" ami
"Brazil"), this story of a fabled
German liar and his exaggerated
yarns of superhuman escapades
uses every trick in the moviemaker's handbook and then < HDiam
invents a few more, jusl to keep

us interested
9."GoodWlas"(1990)
More energetic than Coppola's
monumental "Godfather" saga,
"GoodFellas" remains Martin
Scorsese's definitive take on ihe
moli myth. VI up like a symphoin with different "acts"
mandating varying directorial
suli's, each movement here is

a masterpiece of crime as an
elilisl urban calling card — and
a one way liekel lo self-destruction. With amazing performances from a stellar east, and a
storyline soaked in ihe kind
of racketeering we've come
io expect from the genre, the
results are electric, dynamic
and fabulously profane.

10. "Fight Club" (1999)
If ever a movie clearly defined
its era, this David F1 richer deconstruction of Chuck Palahnuik's
punch drunk novel sums up
ihe ''His quite nicely. Ihe baffling and bifurcated state of men
in America is brilliantly and
unabashedly deciphered, result
ing in Ihe darkest ol black comedies and the coolest ol socio
logical dramatics. \t Ihe heart
of this fascinating film remains
a message about the corrosion
of conformity and the instability of individuality, together,
lhey help define what's very.
verj wrong, and wry very right.
about the whole of humanity.

WELCOME BACK New products cater to YouTube-loving generation
3TUOEMT3!)
By Dave Mathews

SPECIALS
Vehicle Lock-Outs S10
Jump Starts S20
In Town Towing S20'
"

JOH.

■

"

TOWIN G

vehicle lock-outs
in 20 minutes
OR ITS FREE

(419)352-1688 or (419)308-4245

Special prices apply only from 9am lo 9pm. Specials effective until 9/30/07.

del the scoop oil hoi new
products that give von ,II cess
io Sou lube content on screens
oihei ihao yoni l'i
II vuii are like many ol Ihe students that I speak lo. von have a
handful ol LCD displays around
you
mi VIIIII mobile phones,
iPods, laptops and other assort
ed gadgets. I hat being said, you
probably have no desire to own
oi watch irailiiion.il television.
Iiu ihe I acctionk addicted.
iliniis inving generation, television is too push" and You lube
has become your source lot ondemand "video snacking."
i .line .lie !In- days ol wall Ii
ing whole shows; iis now about
enjoying the relevam content.
I lie generation ol fasl food
dinnei consumers has their
own brand ol fasl i nnsump
lion video content and this
audience justified liimglc pay
ing $1.65 billion lot the v ideo

site in the fall of 2006.
I his being said, when von are
ready to buy a high definition
television (HDTV), watching
YouTube videos on your laptop
may noi he ihe best way to enjoy
the content tor either a "rich
experience" or access to these
videos on the go. Fortunately,
there are now a handful of prod
nets that provide YouTube con
teni on screens other than your
PC, This is not ihe first lime dial
there has been a battle foi data
connected devices io ihe living
room. Many, other than video

game consoles, have failed in the
market Inn none had supported
YouTube until now
Ihe Insi product to allow
Sou lube content no a television
was the \l IdI \li EVA8000
Digital Entertainer III) ($349).
This liv ing room dev ice will also
find music, videos and photos
on yooi network PI s oi storage
dev ices 01 even an attached USB
thumb drive and display them
mi a television, Once your PC is

I he ability lo watch You rube
running the Digital Entertainer
software, you will he able to content, which was enabled by
watch ihe lull library of YouTube a free software upgrade (vervideos. Unfortunately, a PC is sion 1.1) in late lime of 2007,
required to sit in die middle of enables ihe Applel\ lo Stream
"the transaction''and decode the those videos directly from Ihe
video from the YouTube Web site, Internet. Ii does noi require
and then pass H through your a computer in the middle ol
wireless network to the television ihe connection lo perform ihe
decoder I his makes ihe setup transcoding process, but you
a hit more complex. Inn gives will only he able lo watch those
access to the lull library ot v Ideos videos thai have been Hans
coded by the staff al You lobe to
within the site.
the il 264 formal
something
Apple announced iisil V prod
in i ,11 Mat world in lanuary 2007, that is taking place al their disI hen released il as the Apple I \ crelion, I his means that some
in March. This product oozes ol yoni favorilC videos you
have found on yoni PC may
both physical style and a beautl
lul on screen usei interface, Inn noi be available on the Apple IV
is only compatible with inil\ immediately. They are working
television supporting compo- to make more videos available
nent in the latest digital IIDMI lor this platform however.
I he mosi noise io die gadgel
inputs. Ihe internal 40 $299 oi
160 gigabyte ($399) hard drive universe came from the il'hooe
syncs with your computer run- with its built-in YouTube icon
ning (Tunes so you can watch from the home deck'' of Ihe
some of your videos, pictures oi device. However, you will need
music with \IHII computei nil oi in have you i phone connected to
aVViFi hoi spot.
mil ot ihe house.

bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

the sisterhood where you belong
DXP's Five Pillars:
Advancement of Women through Higher Education
Increasing Multicultural Awareness
Community Service
Sisterhood
Friendship

•f If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insurance"
this is for information only. Students will still be able to get their
grades and register for classes.
s Students registered for 8 or more credit hours on main campus
are required to have health insurance.
■s To Enroll in the BGSU-offered insurance plan go to your
MyBGSU/F inancial Services/ Student Insurance Requirement.

DXP is a national social
& service sisterhood
that welcomes women
of all backgrounds.

■/ Students can visit MyBGSU/Financial Services/ Student Insurance
Requirement, to complete the waiver form. You will need a copy
of your current insurance plan and insurance identification card.
«"

Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.

•S

Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
September 7, 2007 to avoid permanent insurance charges on your
Bursar account.

For more info check out www.deltaxiphi.org
D-XIRE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. JOIN DXP.
Email membership@deltaxiphi.org
student Insurance Office
Room 134 Health Center Bldg.

Friday, August 17

(419)372-7495
(419)372-4812 fax

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

•}'■ Mill

Btudantlns@bgau.edu

2 Weeks
FREE

o Appointment Tanning I

—•*■!

Bee Gee Shopping Center

■Unlimited tanning from $14.99

1062N.MainSL

Late Nite @ the Rec

Tanning

-Large CLEAN facilities
,
-State of the art equipment f

352-9055

Escape to BGSU
6-11 p.m. • Bowen-Thonipson Student Union
Join us for photos with Freddie and Frieda, henna
tattoos, caricatures, a comedian, music, and a Battle
ot Ihe Sexes game show with cash prizes!

-Board Certified Employees \
—Hi-Level Tanning

10 p.m.-1 a.m. • Student Recreation Center
Meet new people, play oulrageous games, and have
a blast at the SRC!

free rdfi"mg basM on tanning one*
*fy otftet flay Restrictions Apply, New
Customers only, Photo 10 required
Expires 12 i: "7
8GfV

Outback Plaza
5200 Monroe Street

Saturday, August 18
ThinkFast Trivia

Lotions

843-2055

9 p.m. and 11 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Earn bucks for those brains--on a team or on your own!
Answer popular trivia questions and you could win a cash
prize of $200

Southland) Plaza
3400 Glend il. Av*- aft

382-5055 i,
l.M

I
,

'1 ■

M.....I. M.I. Plaid
4925 Jackmon Road

Unlimited
Tanning

475-9855
KJaUiu—Mi

5

Timberslone Plaza
7615Sylvjma Ave.

841-5055

f.lWM"".Wl
Spring M«»dowl Pla(*

1558 Spring Meadow Or

866-8655

Restriclioris Apply. Photo ID
•
required 1 Coupon per Person. I
_ E»ptresl2/31/07 _BGNJ

Wnprousa.com
toll free 866-tanprol

The Coolest Way to Look HOT I

I42

fleslncuons Apply. Photo ID
required 1 Coupon per Person.
Ejp»es_12/31/07_ j^

I

Sunday, August 19
New Student Convocation and Picnic

[

3:30 p.m. • University Hall Lawn
Rain location: Anderson Arena
All new students attend this BGSU tradition. A picnic
will be served following Convocation.

me\CQlflB

f^BDuoU
^r

Movie: "Blades of Glory"
8pm

' * 206 Bowcn~

Thompson Student Union Theater

\J I

J

\\

V V

J

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE

1 V^/
1 I
V
Y *+~S
THE ONLY NEWS WORTH READING OUTSIDE THE BATHROOM STALL.

Q: What do termites eat for breakfast?
A: Oakmeal.
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TOP TEN THINGS TO
DO THIS WEEKEND:

Just face it, senior year is over
(ih BGSU, how I've missed you.
...well, urn really,
I've actually been in town all
summer worldng to pay for yel
another semester ol sleeping
in and missing class, with the
inevitable dozen ot so parties

ai the bars — that's whai the
people who can legally drink are

' ll
■

supposed lodo.

throughout the week.

Lets all just toughen up and
face it: Noneol us is actually
ready to buckle down and Man
work on school li^lii nil the bat.
I mean we'll all bewaj inn bus)
catching up with everyone from
lasi year in e\ en give a second
iliouclii on something like buj
ing books or setting an
"alarm dock."
Now, for the freshmen thai are
l(iokiii|! ic irward to the ci illege
life of drinking and debauchery
shown in IV and movies, let me
inform you you've come to
the right place. Buidon'i get your
hopes up; you haven't earned anj
cool points.
II the banners hanging along
UnoNii'i sued (which, I'm sure,
you'll seeal some point] weren"!
an ob\ ious enough signal to display the upperclassmen's opin
ion of you, you've goi a fun few

weeks ahead,
You arc ai the bottom of the
IIKKI chain; MI let nic jji\c you a
lew pointers so you can survive
Inn); enough in leant some nicks
(in your own.
1. Do not try to ad cooler than
anyone you conic in contact
with I ver. rhey aremosl likely
older than you, and thus cooler
In default.
2. When walking in a Kfiiup. d< i
mil span acruss (lie sidewalk in ,t

kind ol can can line. You will gel
biked down.
i. it Mm take too long to order
your food oi pick something oui
in (he dining halls, you mighl jusl
gel stabbed with some
plastic silverware,
I. Wikipedia will be a lifesavei
on almost allot your freshman
English papers.
5.1 )niu make a fool ofyoursell

■

li. Keep anything thai (an
bludgeon the human skull out ol
reach of your roommate and ill a
locked box (Upperclassmen can
appreciate this lesson.]
. \nd lo repeal lor emphasis:
Don't try to act cool. You are still
freshmen.
Other than that, I hope you
have a pleasant and successful
semester. Well, as pleasani as
you can get when your5-b) i
fool box ot a dorm room heats
to,i wonderful 200 degrees
Fahrenheit as soon as the
sun hits.
Kut why be nervous? You're
alone, without your parents to

|

■

'

■

■

' '

■

tell Mill what In dn. surviving On

Pop Tans and Monsiet
energy drinks.
Km it's not all had this really
is the linieni youi life to figure
niti who, exactly, you are.
... innsi likeh voure a slacker.

KLEVERS JEWELRY
o<> '

f/fttf'i //fti/uj • K'/rrt'uitj tn0 /fy///'<**/>v/y -y>//*/* / //f)

Klevcs Jewelry

* JEWELRY
* DIAMONDS
* PENDANTS

* ItK Willis
* CLOCKS AND WATCHES
* BATTERIES INSTALLED

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR TUESDAY NIGHT FUN LEAGUES.'

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE
s» n &

ALL YOU CAN EAT RIBS FRIDAY NIGHTS.

ENGRAVING

JfWElRY • TROPHIES • SILVER ■ PLAQUES

"a>h or Check

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD!

-Saturday •419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988
Corner of Poc & Haskins (Fairvicw Plaza)
www.klevcrsjewlerysloie.com

HOME OF BGSU FALCON BOWLING TEAM TRYOOTS 8.25 & 8.26 CALL FOR DETAILS

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster. Bowling Green. OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

^^A network-based file
storage system for BGSU
faculty, staff, and students.

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

I I ■_■

M■

■ ■

IJ

I | | -

¥■ ■■ ■■ M in

M

;

Did you know?

There is a network-based file storage
system available to BGSU faculty,
staff, and students.

Uideo Spectrum

Did you know?

LARGEST MOVIE
SELECTION IN BG

MyFiles offers the ability to upload,
store, access, share, and retrieve
files from one location that is
accessible from on or off campus.

Hard to find Movies • VHS and DVD's
&

• CLOSEST VIDEO STORE TO CAMPUS •

112 E. Washington St. 419-352-4171

Are You Hot?
COOL OFF WITH AN ICE COLD

User must agree to MyFiles User Agreement
prior to use. Use of MyFiles must comply
with BGSU network policies and all copyright laws

BUBBLE TEA
or

A Delicious Fruit

SMOOTHIE
■EHIHD VIDEO SPECTRUM
112 E. Washington St

made with real fruit

Check it out at:
myfiles.bgsu.edu

OffBSor

cho

»«5

Documentation available at:
http://www.bgsu.edu/its/tsc/self-helppage9485. html
Questions regarding MyFiles may be directed
to TSC, tsc@bgsu.edu

CAMPUS
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Everything you need to knowabouton-campus parking
By Alison K«mp
Assistant Campus Editor

Getting information about parking from BGSlI's Parking and
[raffle ofllce is your best be) foi
avoiding fines and tickets, said
Stade Enriquez, the manager til
Parking and [Yaffle
"Our ultimate goal is zero \ tolotions," Enriquezs&kL "We warn
them to park in compliance I with
the regulations!."
The rules are relaxed as student move in campus, but on
Monday, everyone on campus
is expected to follow the rules,
she said.

JORDAN FLOWER

Parking Hints
I AH vehicles must be registered within
48 hours of arriving on campus.
I Decals and permits may be used by

The Shuttle Route
top on campus slat!

faculty and staff The organization's goal
is to offer an alternative to walling alone

all violations incurred by that vehicle
I .

I
■

■

■

■

d North Colege

Meter Prices and .
Times
■ A quarter gets IS minutes of time at
all Union lots
■ At all other meters, a quartei buys 50

Alumm Center
.tile information pamphlet

until the decal or permit empires or
is returned to the Parking and Traffic

office.

■

■ i Quad and Rec Center

AWleyFogie

Not drawn to scale.

■ rmalion Center
i Quad

2007-2008 Parking
Fees
Annual Permit- $70
Semester Permit: $40
Evening Semester Permit: $20
Temporary Weeklong Permit $10

minutes
The Union gated lot has the following

■ V' J|T# Service 2 RIDE is available

Need a Parking Space?

after dark
HOW: In order for your escort to easily
identify you and document our activity,
we respectfully request that you provide
the escort dispatcher with the following
information when you call to request an
escort

who is authorized to park m the area

First and last name
Current location and phone number

and the hours the lots are closed

Desired destination

I Parking signs al parking lots specify

Brief personal descnption for easy iden-

from 5 a.m. to 4 pm Monday through

I Commuters and residents who can

Friday. 5 to 7 am Saturday and 7 pm

demonstrate need for short-term

Saturday through 7 a.m. Sunday

parking can apply for a special permit

tification
Desired pick-up time

■ From on campus, call 2-RIDE (2-7453)
or from off campus. 572 RIDE to use

to park in lots 8 and 9 Applications

We wil then provide you with an csti

are available at Parking and Traffic.
I Student-registered vehicles may park

mated time of arrival for your escort.

tation to and from the following areas:
■ Wood County Hospital

in faculty/staff areas S pm to 7 am

escort to any location on campus and

Monday through Friday and from S

from campus to any single location within

this service 2-RIDE provides transpor-

fees:
■ 0 to IS minutes Free

2 RIDE

Bowling Green State University students,

issued and only on vehicles lor which

his or her name shall be held table foi

JO am

Campus Escort Service
WHAT: The C ampus Escort Service
is a student organization that serves all

only the persons to whom they are
they are registered
I Any student registering a velxte m

ble every 10

■

DCK

ALL FILLED UP: Cars parked in Lot 10, the Ice Arena lot. during freshman move-in.

WHERE: 'he service can provide an

■ ISmmutestol hour $2
■ Ho IS hours $250

■ Bowling Green Airport

pm Fnday until 7 am Monday, with

The highest demand for parking «

■ IS to 2 hours; S3

■ OkcampHall

between830am and2:50pm Monday

not always be available, but someone will

■ Each additional ha'f-hour: SO cents

through Thursday The best places to

reserved: the entire east side of Lot K

iSU Shuttle Service operates dur
mq [he academic year except holidays,

■ Some off-campus apartments (not
after 7 am)

three exceptions. These areas are

always be available to walk with the client

■ Man

find a parking spot are the lots al the

■ Campus parking lots 6.8,9.12.18.

semester breads and spring break The

■ Lost ticket $8

The Shuttle

'ifee X8

Bowling Green City limits A ride may

and north side of Lot G for faculty and
staff at all times, lots C and S for fac

ALSO: Request a "standing run" if you

Perry Field House and Ice Arena, which

20. etc. (5 to 7 a m weekdays and

are shown on the map above and Visitor

ulty and staff 7 a m. to 9 pm. Monday

have a regularly scheduled time that you

Shuttle is not available during summer

weekends).

will require an escort throughout the

Center, which is located east of the

through Friday and all reserved spaces

sessions. For information about the shuttle

Source http//www.bgsu edu/offices/

service call the Shuttle Office at 572-0236

Alumni Center.

safetv 'naqe2S62 /htm

I All commute* lots are closed from 5 to

service when attending work, night classes

I All drives are fire lanes whether

and meetings. Once your information is in
our standing run file, you can count on us

posted or not.
I Metered parking is enforced 7am to
150 pm Monday through Friday

FESTIVAL SERIES
2007/2008
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

semester Many people utilize this special

S am Monday through Friday

to arrive and escort you at the time and
location of your choice

Overnight visitor parking is available
m metered spaces or other areas
designated on a permit obtained

CALL: Campus Escort at 572-8560

from Parking and Traffic or the Visitor
Information Center

Thursday 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. and Fnday 6

Source Parking and Traffic

Source http //www bgsu edu/offices/

The service is available Irom Sunday to
to 10 p.m.
sa(ety/page2S629.html

CAMPUS
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Professors are also senators
"Decisions made in faculty senate will affect
students' lives somehow. If it affects faculty
lives, it will somehow relate to students."
Patrick Pauken | Chair of Faculty Senate
By Ella Fowler

In bow that knowledge is discussed," Hebein added.
Ilebein.whohasbeeninvolved
with l he senate for 38 years, went
on to state the faculty has the
right to make final decisions and
a right to be consulted about
what goes on at the University.
Despite the importance of faculty senate, some students don't
know how it affects them.
"I have been here for three
years and 1 feel like I am actively involved in campus, and I'm
not sure what faculty senate is."
said senior Jackie Maciupa. an
applied health science major.
According to Pauken, it is
important for students to know
what the senate does because it
impacts students.
"We are one of the primary
policy-making bodies on campus," he said. "Decisions made
in faculty senate will affect students' lives somehow. II it affects
faculty lives, it will somehow
relate to students."
The faculty senate meetings
are open to the public, and nonfaculty members are encou raged
to come.
The first faculty senate meeting is at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept.
4, at the Mel all Center in the
senate gallery.
Throughout the year, all
meetings will take place at 2:30
p.m. on the first Tuesday of every
month in the senate gallery.

Reporter
Faculty senate has been giving the staff of the University a
voice since it was implemented
in 1964.
Reviewing various policies
lhat affect the faculty here at the
University, faculty senate is to
the staff what the Undergraduate
Student Government is to the
students.
"I see the senate's role, generally, on campus is that we serve
as an advisee group for faculty
members," professor Patrick
Pauken, chair of this year's faculty senate said.
The senate, which consists of
62 senators, covers issues that the
faculty feels need to be discussed
These issues can range from academic and pay/tenure issues, to
faculty welfare and budgets for
the college.
All faculty-related problems
go through the faculty senate,
and they decide which policies
will pass and which ones will
not. This makes the senate an
important aspect on campus
and. at the same time, gives the
staff a voice, too.
"We are not employees in a
factory." said professor Richard
llebein. secretary of faculty
senate.
"We generate knowledge, and
the faculty needs to play a role

Friday. August 17.200715

Religious groups lend a hand at move-in
By Adam Louis
Reporter
This time of year has come once
again. Freshmen are flocking
to campus. Meanwhile, religious groups are kicking off
their fall events.
For many student religious
groups, their first event was
helping with freshman movein day.
Among them were Active
Christians Today, CRll and
1120. They were alongside
many student groups lhat volunteered to carry boxes and
direct traffic.
As they helped with the
move-in process, they handed
out schedules and information
on their groups.
Members of the religious
groups said they weren't looking for new members or public-

ity, they just wanted to help
out.
"It's one of those random
acts of kindness," said Dave
Warner of ACT. a nondenominational Christian group. "You
do stuff not necessarily looking for something in return."
It is the desire to serve others t hat drives all of the groups
to help.
"For CRU, there is no agenda," CRU adviser Michael
Brown said. "We're there simply to serve."
About 50 CHI) members were
on hand to assist moving t h ings
into the dorms.
Irom the campus church
1120, around 65 volunteers
handed out over 2,000 free
water bottles to families and
students to beat those stubborn, final throes of summer
heat during the move-in. They

"It's one of those random acts of kindness,
you do stuff not necessarily looking for
something in return."
member
Get Involved

have been doing this for the
past five years. H20Staff inein
her Bryan Wiles said
II2() hopes In continue to

H20:
i ind Thursdays
at 9pm m the Union.

make freshmen feel welcome

CRU:

throughout the weekend with
other events planned.
The group will host their
annual dodgeball tournament
today, which attracted around
150 participants last year.
And tomorrow, members
will be all over campus playing
Krisbce, handing out fliers and
"just hanging nut." Wiles said.

ACT: ;

ir.days in Olscamp Had
Wednesdays in McFal Center

See a listing ol campus ortjaniMti' i
http://rt*m bgsu edu/o(liees/sa/qet'n
volved/rv»:)' i12l73Jltml
"It's nothing too formal,''
he said.
"We just want to welcome
student', into the community."

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
GRILL ■ SUSHI - AMERICAN CHINESE & MONGOLIAN FOOD

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SHOW YOUR
BGSU ID AND
GET 10% OFF
iNOI VAJ 1(1 W1IH COUPON

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
3-5: $2.90 6-9: $3.95

DINNER BUFFET $7.95

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE

Drink $1.05 3 5: $3.95 6-9: $4.75

TEL: (419) 353-1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95

1216 N. Main St. .101
BOWLING GREEN

SIMMY All. DAY BUFFKTS7.95

,

Beer & \\ inc < online Soon
_ — nr _ _

$1.00 OFF „ $1.00 OFF .
ANY LUNCH II ANY OINNER I

Old Town ii
II Old Town ■
Buffet
Buffet

II

(XPSe«»I00?

_

_

II

JL

fXPSWWMQ'

_

—

£g

HOURS:
•"
Mon. - Thur».: 11:00am to 10:00pm
i| Frl S Sat.: 11:00am to 10.30pm
Sunday: 11:00am to 9:00pm

I

J

CARRYOUT SPECIAL
10% off any order
$15 or more
A

■ . i H i

H

IN

riot,' Parking & Entrance in Raar

SERVING BGSU SINCE 1958

New

RUSH HOURS
Starting Aug. 19

&

Used
Textbooks
We pay cash for your
books year round!

Sunday, Aug. 19
10AM -9PM
•

Monday, Aug. 20 &
Tuesday, Aug. 21
9AM - 9PM
•

Wednesday, Aug. 22
& Thursday, Aug. 23
9AM - 8PM
•

Friday, Aug. 24
9AM - 6PM
•

Saturday, Aug. 25
9AM - 5PM
•

Large selection of
BGSU Imprinted Sportswear
and other BGSU Imprinted Items.
Large selection of posters,
dorm supplies, school & art supplies,
greeting cards & gifts, computer
supplies and much, much MORE!!!
Goodwill will remain open through our
remodeling with a temporary Outlet store!
We're just 50 yards down the sidewalk Irom our
current location on 1058 N Main Street.
Well have more than 2,000 square leet of
bedding, furniture, housewares and some apparel

MasterCard

Sunday, Aug. 26
12PM-5PM
mi
Monday,

Aug. 27

9AM - 7PM

Tu esday, Aug. 28
9AM - 7PM

^^

www
530 E. Wooster Street • www.sbxgofalcons.com

NOW OPEN!
Hours Open: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday

419.353.7732
Monday-Thursday 9am-7pm • Friday 9am-5:30pm
Saturday 9am-5pm

The Goodwill Outlet Store will remain open unlil
the grand reopening ol our huge new BG store
and donation center in October

Now Accepting the BG 1 Card
\
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Need a roommate? Treat it like
a business to make it work out

'Drunk dialing' can be both scary and humorous
By Andrea Lor*nz
KRT
Uhoh.
You woke up with a headache
and an intense thirst. You're still
wearing last night's bar clothes.
And your cell phone is lying dangeroush close to the bed.
"Uh oh" is right. You were
drunk dialing.
"That's the scariest thing, to
wake up Saturday and Sunday
mornings and look at the outgo
ing calls.'' says Scott Crosby. 2li.
Not that Crosby isn't a Ian.
In fact, he hopes to one day
make those messages his job.
Three months ago the St. I.ouis

he finds a better way to collect
the messages.
(Kight now, Sprint subscribers can forward messages to
Crosby's phone, lie plans to
expand options by Inning
more phone numbers.)
Virgin Mobile in Australia
offers a service that will stop
tipsy fingers from dialing certain numbers until (ia.m. Users
input 333 plus the number of
their ex/crush/former boss,
and for a mere 25 cents, they're
safe from embarrassment,
at least lot the night. Sarah
Koenig. a Virgin Mobile USA

By Kathlaan Lynn
MCT

recently to Kimberly Martin, 23. crash out on your couch, and
texting makes it all too easy
said the company is consider- of Overland Park. Kan.
"It's not very normal," Martin to send an "I'm over you. you
native and Westminster College ing bringing the service to the
graduate lounded the Web site United stales, but plans are not says, "Hut there's a very drunk heartless jerk" message while
conversing at a noisy bar.
text message."
www.drunk-dialed.coin. where yet firm.
Obviously alcohol should he
In Martin's case the message
With an increase in text
people submit voice-mail messages iliev\e received from messaging, drinkers have was sent In an old friend, hut blamed more than technology.
At the beginning of getting
one more reason to dread the some would argue that bar-hopover-served friends.
ping dialers call only a) some- wasted, you're a lot more asset
( rosby li\<"- and works in morning after.
A drunk text message could one they used to hook up with the.' says Robert ley, :iH. Such
Washingtoa D.G, as a media
marketer. I lis site gets about 2(H) be as simple as "I know nr going or b) someone they want to hook assei I iveness might be a calalvst
for asking out a crush or standhits a day and about lOOsubmis- ur going to bed but I need a place up with.
It's less likely you'll waul to ing up for oneself to a jerky ex.
sions a month, which Crosby to crash please please please,'"
thinks should increase when which is what a friend sent make the call when you Bnalh Both are arguably good things,

spokeswoman in Warren, N.J.,

Tomakea roommatearrangement work, "it has to be handled
like any other business transaction," says Sylvia Bergthold, who
wrote a book on the subject. She
and other experts recommend:
— Run a credit check on prospective roommates. Bergthold
recommends a company called
citicredit.net, which charges
$9.95 for a tenant credit report;
a number of other companies
also do this for about the same
amount. Some experts also
recommend asking to see the
last several pay stubs and a
copy of the driver's license, to
verify the roommate's income
and identity.

uclc

— Agree on how utility bills are
in be split. Some people recommend that every roommate just
use his or her own cell phone,
and don't bother with a land

EfeBSteg] On?

,he

?W<zrks
<♦

THE SOLARIUM
HAIR e TANNING SALON
529 Ridge Street
Bowling Green. Ohio

• Parts
• Accessories
•Clothing
•Bicycle Repairs

cannondale

— Ask the prospective roommate to co-sign the lease.

line for the apartment. This way
you don't have to worry about
splitting phone bills.
— Ask for references, and check
them.
— Ask prospective roommates
why they are moving, how
many times they have moved
in the last five years, how long
have they have been working at
their present job and how many
jobs they have had in the last
five years.
— Talk honestly about all sorts
of lifestyle issues: What time
do you go to sleep on weeknightsand weekends? How neat
are you? Will you bring home
dates (or one-night stands) for
sleepovers? Do you smoke?
Do you drink or use drugs? Do
you have pets? Only you know
which of these behaviors is a
deal-breaker for you.
— Agree on house rules about
guests, quiet hours, smoking,
cleaning and other chores,
whether to share food and
household supplies, etc.

i ■ ■.,•

s

4.9.352.6459
i

BGSU's Fa
Hair & Tanning
for 15 years and
walking distan
minis by Sorority R

Cycle
Werks
i

i

Ciowgh Si

HANDMADE IN USA

I—Pf

Awarded one ol the Top
200 Halt Salons in the Country!

You deserve an UPGRADE!

Paul Mitchell Focus Salon.
educated in the LATEST haitcuts
and color techniques
All colors include haircut at
no additional charge
The Solarium invites you to stop
by and check out our NEW LOOK
and schedule an appointment
toi your Hair, Tanning or Facial
Waiing needs!

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry (acuities

Schedule a hair appointment
with one ol our featured stylists
• David Dewalt
• Lisa McCoy
• Julie Obetmyet

Woos:e' 51

*j€SIJUW

WELCOME BACK SPECIALS INCLUDE:
Special Discounts
with select stylists

Bicycle Sales & Service

Drawing fot a
FREE Paul Mitchell
Flat lion

352-9375
VISIT US AT 248 South Main St.

Tanning Specials
in out 5 beds ot
56 Bulb
Mega Booth

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25' TV
Full cable W/HB0 - $20mionth
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

www budnyeinnanowudiot com

* Condominiums lor rent!

5

£

Graduate

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650/month plus ufftfes
Washer and dryer hoc* up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location (or BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

shopcyclewerks.com

BOWUN cYtf:

SHOPPING SPREE

Saturday
August 18,2007 • S:00 pm - midnight
The BGSU shuttle service is FREE and will take you
to select Bowling Green stores!

SPO-jUdtlV

Special discounts from Meijer & Wal-Mart
on residence hall room essentials, back-to -school items & foodl
Shuttle route starts at 8:00 pm with on-campus stops including the Bowen-Thompson Student Union & the
bus stop located at Parking Lot 6. Off-campus stops include Meijer & Wal-Mart.
Last pick-up is at 11:30 pm

meijer
/SBr
•id

BGSU

For more information contact the Office of Campus Activities at 419-372-2343
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SIDELINES

"It was just a combination of brutal schedule,
inexperience - all those things added up to 4-8."
Gregg Brandon | BG football coach

MORE COVERAGE
See Monday's issue
for even more
previews of this
fall's athletic teams
Keep on the lookout next
week for a volleyball preview
as well as men's soccer,
women's tennis, women's
cross country and
women's golf.

BLOG
Be sure to check
out The BG News
Sports Blog
A blog from The BG
News sports staff. Out
purpose is to give a broader
perspective of the goings
on in BGSU athletics. Visit
http://bgnewssports.blogspot.
com for extra coverage on all
Falcon sports.

SCHEDULE
SUNDAY
Mens Soccer:
at Cleveland State; 3 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History:
1894: John Wadsworth of
Louisville sets a major league
record, giving up 28 base hits

STOP GAP: Falcon players run their offense during practice Wednesday at Doyt L Perry Stadium. BG looks to improve on a 4-8 record and one of its more disappointing seasons in a long time

Falcons trying to
forget last season

inside-the-park homers.
1990: Phyllis Polander
sues Mike Tyson for sexual
harassment.

The List
The top five reasons to watch
BG sports this year, other
than the fact that you attend

LAST SEASON: 4 8 (3 S MAC) Fourth
in the MAC East, first losing season tn
KEY RETURNERS: C Kory

By Colin Wilson

L'ditensteiger WR Corey Partridge. RB

Reporter

Sports Editor

Chris Bullock. LB Erique Dozier. DE Oyn

1950: Pee Wee Reese
Calderone (Giants) both hit

Depth, experience
on defense a plus

frve years

By BIN Bo.d-wkk

in a single game.
(Dodgers) and Sam

FOOTBALL
GLANCE

Btiggs. DT Sean O'Drobmak

A 4-8 season is not great. It is not good. There
is nothing particularly productive about a
4-8 season.
But for the Falcons, that is exactly what happened last year as the team suffered through
inexperience, injuries and a brutal schedule.
last year's football season featured more negatives than positives. There were more losses
than victories. The team failed to earn a trip to a
bowl game or beat rival Toledo.
One of the few bright spots from last season
was that the Falcons handed Mid-American

KEY LOSSES: LB Terrell Wh.te.DE
Devon Parks. WR Kenneth Bramley II, OG
Derrick Markray. OG Jon tanning.
OUTLOOK: A losing season is hard to
make up for m college football. But with
e*qrit returning starters on defense and
three tough running backs in its offensive
arsenal. BG will look to bounce back
New field turf and a much-improved sta
morale this season.

STOP GAP: Cody Basler is part of a talented

Expect them to improve on last years

Falcon linebacking core that expects to do a bet-

record, but predicting a bowl appearance

See REBOUND | Page 18

JORDAN ROWER

dium should also help boost the Falcons

The B(i football learn is looking to shrug off its
first losing season since 2000. and the defense
wants to have a say in it.
With eight starters coming back from that side
of the ball, they shouldn't have trouble.
"Our attitude is definitely more aggressive
especially toward slopping the run," said linebacker Eriqiie Dozier.
A secondary that returns all four of its starters
from 2006 should take the pressure off the run
defense this season.
"Our defensive backs have done a great job

ter job against the run this season.

See DEFENSE! Page 2!

may be premature at this juncture.

the school...

1. Louis Orr, men's
basketball head
coach: Can Orr turn
around a team that went
3-13 in the MAC last season?
Based on his past it seems
like a possibility.

Golfers bring back entire team
from '06, face tough schedule

2. A newer, fresher
By Kevin Berqcr

Doyt: The Sebo Center is

Reporter

up and running, and brand
new field turf covers the
playing surface. You may not
even recognize the place.

3. Women's
basketball in general:
A solid freshman class will
replace a talented senior class
that led them to the Sweet 16
last season and three
NCAA berths

4. Women's
volleyball: Last year
they went 26-6 and missed
the NCAA touney by one
game. Twelve of 13 starters
are returning.

5. Improvement in
football: After going
4-8 in'06, the 2007 version
should be stronger on both
sides of the ball.

Contrary to popular belief, golf
is a difficult sport.
The BGSU men's golf team
has been preparing for the
upcoming fall season all
summer.
"We play more in the summer than in the season in some
cases," returning sophomore
John Powers said.
That's good, because this
year's schedule is no easy task.
After finishing in sixth place in
the Mid-American Conference
tournament last year, the team's
improvements will have tocome
against tougher competition.
The first round of golf is
Sept. 8 at the Purdue Midwest
Shootout, where BG will face Big
10 opponents Purdue, Indiana
and Penn State.
The good news is all five golfers from last year are returning,
including senior and team captain lace Walker.
"We're looking for Jace
IWalkerl to continue his strong
leadership, and he knows the
responsibility that comes with
being the team captain," Coach
Garry Winger said.
Other returning golfers

GOLF GLANCE
LAST SEASON: Si.lh place at MAC
tournament
KEY RETURNERS: Jace Walker (C)
John Powers
KEY LOSSES: None
OUTLOOK: The Falcons have a great
deal of experience but need to make it
count. The team faces some tough competition but also plays at home enough to
take advantage of it.

"We didn't lose
anyone from last
year. We definitely
have more
experience this year."
John Powers | BG Golfer

include Trevor Spathelf, Michael
Bibler and Scott Blackburn.
Powers came up big last season when he hit a hole-in-one
on a par three in the MAC tournament. His confidence shows.
"We didn't lose anyone from
last year," Powers said. "We definitely have more experience
this year."
Another goal the Falcons have

is to defend their turf.
BG hosts the lohn Piper
Intercollegiate Invitational on
Sept. 10 and 11,
"We have our own invitational in September and we always
look to win that." Winger said.
Other big matches include
the Xavier Invitational in
I.ovelancl. Ohio, on Oct. 10
and 11 and the MAC/Big East
Challenge in Orlando, Pla., on
Oct. 27 and 28.
The work begins right away
for the golfers.
Aug. 20 marks the first day of
school for most of us, but it is
also the first day of practice, and
the team looks to be competitive in every match.
"Every year our goal is to be at
the top half of the MAC," Winger
said. "I think we're going to be
very competitive this year."
Like ever)' season, there is a
tough road ahead of the team.
Even though they face stiff competition, loads of traveling during school and the added pressure that comes with a more
experienced team, the men feel
optimistic.
"We're going to go out there
and try to win every time,"
Powers said. "We feel we can
start to win."

JORD»N FIOWM | THSBGNEWS:
FULL SPEED AHEAD: Danielle Cygan dribbles around a teammate Wednesday during
practice. The Falcons were picked to finish second in the preseason MAC poll

halcons will try to get '
back to winning ways
ByJonhnCravam
Reporter

After winning the Mid-American
Conference Tournament in 2004
and 2005, a regular season championship in 2005 and tying for
third place in the MAC last year,
the women's soccer team is putting
itselfonthemap.
A preseason poll of head coaches around the MAC placed Bowling
Green near the top of the list at No.
2, the highest in team history.
"I think it shows that we are a

respected program within the conference," University coach Andy
Richards said of the ranking.
"If it gave us a goal head start
each game, then it would be great,
but it doesn't. It's complimentary,
but it doesn't have any substance
to it." Richards added.
Richards, who is entering his
eighth season as the Falcons' head
coach, has a talented sophomore
class, which now has one year of
experience under their belts to
See SOCCER | Page 20
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The role of this section is
to be fair and have fun

From Kiqe 17

( onfereni e 1.1-' champion
i Ihio University i 1 -- onlv, conference loss en route 10 the
MAI 1 liampionship game.
Km ihat's the thing aboul last
yeat t's in die past, rhe young
player* tvhosaM so much action
last -1 ason have had .1 years
time to get bettei and gain more
knowledge aboul the system
! think you can chalk [last
season up to inexperience
there was nothing wrong with
the waj we competed 01 the
effort ill the kids," BG coach
(Iregg Brandon said. "It was jusi
,11 ombination of brutal schedule, inexperience - all those
things added up to I B."
Brandon is in his fifth season
with the si hnnl aftei compiling
. 1 record In his first four
JORDAN HOW! «

Last season was not one to
bai k on with great fond
but il did serve as .1 moti
1
tool lot the returning
.Hid the 1 oat hingstaff.
None ol iln players, mosi
important!) the seniors, want
ight losses hanging over
ads toi enienl theii leg'
1 lu 1.
(Hi yes, it's very Imporaid li( 1 linebacker I oren
e. on going out a winner.
"I expei 1 nothing but .1 winning
When you arc ,1 senior
.mi! ii • .mi last go-around,you
.1 lot more accountable.
I take that to heart. I expect us to
much better season and
hilly head to .1 bowl game
in [he \1 \Cchampionship."
I largrove and fellow senioi
llchtensteigei recentl)
spoke ai the MAI s Media Day
.iiumi tiic importance ol not

GOING THE DISTANCE:
] quarteiback p< -

being remembered .is ,1 senioi
(in a team thai losl mote games
than it won.
"Ii is very Important to me
In not have a losing season I
i an 1 imagine leaving ihis pro
gram with a losing season,"
1 Ichtensteigersaid.
"I would feel like 1 lei mys 11
down as well .is mj team
males, the people thai have
come before me and the people
that will come aftei 1 ne. I jusi
don't want thai to be ivhal I'm
remembered for."
Hargrove, 1 ichtensteiger and
the other 10 seniors on the team
do not warn to lei their legai ies
ai BG be tarnished bj anothei
losing season.
1 heir hopes for .1 better sea

son. however, hinge on the
improvement and maturity of
the young players who saw si,.'.
nificanl action last year. 11 the
young players can Improve, the
Falcons could he in die hum fot
an East division title. II not ii
could be another losing season.
"I'm looking forward to see
how the kids respond to hai
ing a down year," Brandon said.
"I've already seen it in their offseason work ethic. 1 lopefultywe
can get back on track."
Hargrove agreed the losing
culture from last season has
already changed the Falcons'
attitude.
"I think the maturity level has
changed." he said
"I asl season we were very

MORE FOOTBALL
On Monday:
I lurf
' JCAA
Football '08

young, bin going thai season
and then into the spring and
the summer, those guys have
really matured, fhey see
how we expect things to be.
We're getting things back to
how it was when I was one ol
those young kids and we're
getting it turned around,"
Brandon said.
The Falcons have acknowl
edged they are better than lasl
season. Now it is up to the playels ,111 the lield in prove any
doubters wrong.

First ol all. I'd like to lake the
time to welcome all of the
Incoming freshmen to Howling
(liven State University. It ain't
Harvard, hut it's still a great
place to learn.
I hope you're all ready for a
Inn school year.
At BO we've got a relatively
prominent football program, a
nationally renowned women's
basketball team, a men s basket
hall team that's trying to work
its way back up 10 contender
stains and a hockey team who is
trying to do the same, rhat'snot
to mention our other 14 varsity
sports, some ill which contend
for the MAC title every year.
\s sports editor, it will he my
job to provide a stellar sports
page for all of you to read. In
doing that, my reporters and I
will he doing our best 10 give
,1 fair assessment ol how the
schools teams are performing.
Thai said, we are not cheei
leaders. Out job is to watch
the games and report what
happens.
While we are students al
IHiStl and do support its athletic programs, we're trying to
prepare for the real world in our
profession, In thai real world,
writers don't sugai coal what
happens to the team they cover,
Neither do photographers.
\- assistant sports editor last
year, 1 got negative feedback
during football season. Most
of it was because we portrayed
some of the team's performances in a negative light.

1*wo Great

At I he end of the day there are
two ways lo look at something.
Fans tend to lake a subject Ive
approach to things. They think
theit team is better than it is
sometimes.
I'm not saying that's a had
thing. I hail from Cleveland.
That is the birthplace of unintelligent subjectivity.
lournalists are trained to take
an objective approach to their
writing.
when the Falcons lose to a
bad team orjusi play badly,
then that is what we're supposed to write. It's our job lo do
that. It's only tail to the readers
I he coaches, players and
athletic staff know this. And
believe me. they'll let 11s know
if something doesn't seem Ian
and we'll always listen.
I nOUgfl aboul explaining
thai pan of my job. That's the
ugly part
We're going to do our besl
this school year to give you
interesting things to read. \sa
campus publication, wewanl to
give you material you can't get
elsewhere.
It's a "mid-major" from ,m
athletic standpoint but there
ROLES

,

The creator of the
NIKE Swoosh
symbol was paid only
S35 for the design.

Job Positions?
KFC & Long John Silver's

Apply today for full or part time
job positions.
Career Opportunities Available.

1020 N. Main Street
352-2061

■>$*- If ^you're planning to attend, please RSVP to '
->(41'9) 372-7100 or email rbcoats@bgsu.edu
//

Admission
«* FREE Raffle ty(fc*j.
B
''Sneak Pea1< at NEW Concession's C
On-Field Fan-Interactive Stations
■
1
' *^ Autograph & Photo Opportunity
with
BGSUFALCONS.COM
Falcon Student-Athlete^s •■

r.

i

(FREE

1
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Mangold wants to follow in older brother's footsteps
Female lineman wants to play football despite criticism
By James Hannah
The Associated Press

KETTERING, Ohio - As a young
girl, HoDey Mangold loved the
contact of football and would
even show off her bniiscs as a
badge of honor.
"I Ihoughf they were really
cool,'' she said.
That toughness will be tested
this year when the 17-year-old

senior prepares forplayingdme at
Alter High School in this Dayton
suburb — helping anchor the
Offensive line, lending off girlsshouldn't-play-football altitudes,
and trying to emerge from the
shadow of her brother, Nick, center for the New York lets and a
former standout at ()hio Stale.
"It's really rough. I'm not going
U lie about that," she said of trying to make her own way in the
jet wash of her brother's accomplishments,
llolley has the physical tools
and strength.
She weighs :i 1 ."> pounds, bench
presses 2&r> pounds and has

squatted "i2.r> pounds.
I low strong is she? Shi'escaped
serious injury in a recent headon collision that demolished her
truck by pushing the steering
wheel away from her body as the
crash occurred, leaving the steering wheel broken and crumpled.
llolley lettered last season,
playing more than 20 quarters in
regular-season and playoff games
on a team that went 11-1 and
finished the season with a onepoinl loss in the state Division
III finals. And she had an answer
for opponents who hoped they
could easily slip by her to stuff the
run or rush the passer.
They quickly learned that
that just wasn't going to work,"
she said.
Several Division I- \V Division
II and Division III colleges have
already expressed Interest in
llolley's football-playing abilities.
feu women have played high

school football in Ohio or on the
college level.
According to tin' NCAA, the
first woman to play in a college
football game was Liz I leaston at
Willamette University in Salem.
Ore., in 1997.
Katie
llnida
joined
the
University of Colorado football
team in 1999 as a walk-on kicker,

"Half the time they forget I'm actually a
girl. I don't talk like one. I don't act like
one. But they're the guys if I ever had a
problem, I could call."
. . M-ingold| Football Player
but never got into a game. She
transferred to New Mexico in
2002 and the next year became
the first woman to score in a
Division I-A football game, kicking two extra points.
llolley's road to the gridiron
hasn't been the smoothest.
I ler father initially discouraged
her from playing to Wee football, fearing she would be hazed
or harassed.
"I was dead set against it."
recalled Vem Mangold.
But he gave in at his wife's urging mid on condition that he be
her coach. Today, he feels his
daughter is a special case and
should be playing.
"Occasionally, I become a little
frustrated with other adult men
who are skeptical of her as a football player," Mangold said.
Alter coach I'ti Domsitz was
less than enthusiastic at first
about I lolley playing football and
would jokingly steer her to cheerleader tryouts.
I don't think any high school
coach is too excited about a girl
coming out because it means
problems." 1 lolley said. "No matter if the girl is a wonderful person or not it still means you've
got something extra you've got
to deal with.'
I lolley remembers parents and
players gasping when they saw
a girl playing Pee Wee football.
She endured jeers from opposing players and fans when she
made a good play and put a tiny
chink in the male dominance of
the sport.
Despite the emotional nicks
along the way. llolley has held
up well.
With a warm smile framed by
golden locks, she can show a soft
and vulnerable side She's modest
— even pokes fun at herself.
She acknowledges that academics have been a challenge
and that she's had to work hard
to gel her grades up to As and B's.
She has a weakness for television.
("law and Order SVl). "Will and

Grace. I he Simpsons") And she
readily admits she is lazy about
some things.
"When I have to clean, I stuff
things under the bed," she said.
"I almost paid a little kid $40 to
mow the lawn. I really do try to
get out of a lot of stuff."
But not football, which she
finds fun. And being the only girl
on the field doesn't seem to faze
her. Shesays her male teammate's
are rough, but very accepting.
"They tear me up every day,
but I do the same tiling back to
them," she said. "Half the time
they forget I'm actually a girl. I
don't talk like one. I don't act like
one. Hut they're the guys if I ever
had a problem, I could call."
llolley bears the nickname
"Mother Wolf" from a letter she
got from a semipro team called
the Wolverines, and her teammates often greet her by how ling
like wolves.
Domsitz said Mangold is
strong, tenacious and a hard
worker. But he said she lacks
quickness and needs to work
on that.
"For her to start and play the
whole time. I think right now I
would say it's still a long shot.'' he
said. "She's going to have to really
step up."
Tim Edwards, offensive line
coach, said Mangold is probably
one of the team's strongest offensive line players and that fellow
players dread going up against
her in one-on-one drills.
"She anchors down, and they
can't move her," he said.
lellow player loin Duke, 17,of
( cntcrville. can attest to that.
She's kicked my butt." he
said. "She really drives you
right hack."
Duke said Mangold has a sense
of humor and can take a joke, a
key to surviving on a high school
football team. And he said she
tits in with her male teammates.
We've been playing with her
since seventh grade, so we've
kind of accepted her as our own."

Saturday, August 18

<2&u
Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs

BGSU Ice Arena
BGSU Students are invited to
kick-off the school year
Come and be part of the O-Reg Skate
Bring your BGSU Student ID
to Skate FREE!
Tuesday, August 28th
8:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Public Skate Schedule
(October through April)
Wednesdays 8:00-10:00 pm
Fridays 12:00-2:00 pm
Saturdays 8:00-10:00 pm
Sundays 3:30-5 30 pm & 7:00-9:00 pm
• 'fW. (.11 Of vrtlt our webtilc to
iry this Ktedule

419.3/V 2264
■
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practice on Aug. 9. Mangolds toughness •■

. ar-old senior prepares for playing time at Alte High Schoo

Dayton suburb, helping anchor the offensiv, ioe. rending off girls

; :

-o emerge from the shadow of

her brother. Nick, center for the New York Jets and a I

lie said.
llolley knows she is a pioneei
of sorts. But she onlv wants to

encourage girls to play football

if they tiuly have a passion for
il. mil as an attention-getting
move.
"I would hope I would inspire

people to do what they want m
instead of doing what people
have told them is right," she
said.

3*

135 S. Byrne Rcl
Toledo, OH
419.531.0079

Sunday,

Jfkvtddag,

COLLEGE ID NIGHT &
$3 LIQUOR NIGHT!

$1.25 BEER OF THE
MONTH BUD & BUD
LIGHT!

JueAdcuf
TWO FOR TUESDAY
$2 WELL & CALL
LIQUOR!

CUwm
JAGER & CHEI
BOMBS 3 FOR
ONLY $12!

fBoUturw Uvl

COVER I
'$5 OVER;
r

JS10 UNDER ?l|

in Bowling Green

ON CAMPUS

The Iry is a five-piece
band out of Columbus,
and is often described
as melodic piano-driven
rock that energizes the
audience.

_vManqold.ccnter.aser-

RECYCLING

Band: The Iry
9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Falcon's Nest Food Court

■

SKIP PETERSON
SHE'S NO GIRLY GIRL:

OFF CAMPUS

419-372-7650

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BGSU collection containers
are provided in:
• Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
. Classroom Buildings

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.

The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts;
Aluminum Cans
Steel, Paint, & Aerosol Cans
Plastics Bottles
Glass
Cardboard A Brown Bags
Mixed Office Paper
Junk Mail

Books
Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum A Foil

Go to www.bgrecycling.com for details.
For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.
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bring to the field.
"T\fe have a tremendous opportunity to do weU ilns year," scnkM
goalkeeper and co captain Hflany
Hansensaid
(iood speed up font a solid
back low along with ilin
keepers will also be strengths foi
the Falcons coming into ihe sea
son — set to begin with .in exhi
biiiou match against VI 11
si.iir mi Sepi 25 .11 i ochrane
Stadium
Competing for lime in goal
this season will be llansen, who
made 53 saves last season, junior
Christy/.ilirk
i saves) and red
shirt fieshman Vlexa trsenauli
Rnishing up ai 10-10 overall
and 7-4 in the M \i . the I
will rerj on more balanced
experience with i i returning
letter winners.
lour seniors, six juniors, eight
sophon
mda red -liin fresh
ni.ui will join seven freshmen lo
round out ihe25-membet
Althot g)i Rii; trds admits it's
too early to tell how ihis year's team
Is shaping up, he has high hopt "\\c iln havi .. grxxl 111 tileus
of players returning to the tram.
he said.
Ihr coaching stafl was unable
to work with ihe team over the
summer, as the) arc required to
foflowa no-contai i rule I l
heencouragedplayei > tu still pit .
as some did.
In order io gauge the team's

"Because everyone contributes at different
times, it's very difficult to be a key player
over a 24 to 25-game season. Things change
and we really just want everyone to play
their part when it's their turn."
fitness level, all players completed
con i itness" test, which
required the athletes to run a
series ill 100and 800-meter runs,
along with sprints and ending
with a mile run
Richards was pleased with the
teams performance In the tests,
All those who participated "passed
with flying colors," he said.
This year's freshmen have
already begun making theii
mark, especially with the tram's
senior captains.
"They made a hie statement
coming in and all passing ilini
tests," Rachael Ross, M-nini
Mi:.nidi ii captain said.
ili.it was huge for ilii'in in
in and do, adding she lias
n .in entire freshman class
theii fitness tests in her
at the University
In terms ol meshing well
.('iln things so in io be i Dm
irj tin the Falcons.
"Its been great, the freshmen
have been bonding well and
working well with the team,"
seniot defenseman and co cap
tain lieruav fflfbrd noted, tiixin

lemming from a team trip

In he a top competitor in the
conference this season, Richards
wants to maintain a high level
ui fitness, begin huilding the
learns style in the way they create
goals and defend and also to gjve
incoming freshmen a chance to
learn their roles and to under
stand how ihe\ til with the team.
"I here's a lot lo do and n is an
mi going thing, it dues not stop
ai ilII- end ol preseason, n goes
throughout ihe year," Richards
said of training.
Richards expects some of the
freshmen in make an impact this
season and foresees three or (but
being possible starters or al least
seeing qualit) minutes.
last yeai W8S VBT) much a
transitional year for us. Richards
said, despite Ins team tying loi
third in the MAC.
A variety ol players played key
rules lor the team last year and he
expects siniilai results lo ensue
this year with each team member
contributing certain strengths,
Because everyone contributes
at different times, its very difficult
to lie a kej playei over a 24 to
25-game season," Richards said.

WWW8GNEWSCOM

" I hings change and we really just
want everyone to play their part
when it's their rum."
In addition to each team member playing their distinct roles,
I [arisen, Tillnrd and Ross have
their eyes on a certain piece of
hardware ihis season, hoping to
bring home the MAC championsnip trophy
"It would lie great to go out
as a senior with a championship
season," lilford said.
llansen wants 10 hring back
tradition u> women's si icoa at BG,
established l>y the back-to-back
championships in 2004 and 2005.
rhej also want to maintain a high
level of defensive play
Hut before they can lake home
the trophy HI I will have to overmine some lough opponents in
and out of conference,
Western Michigan and preseason favorite Hall Stale will give
Ihe lalcons a tough lest. Toledo,
who knocked Ihe leam out of
the 2006 MAC [bumament, also
appears on the schedule.
Powerhouse schools like
Kentucky West Virginia and
Michigan Slate will give ihe
I.ill oils all they can handle, too.
Ihe lalcons will rely on some
new laces in their quest to bring
home the trophy, with assistant
coaches Scot! (linden and Brit)
Nndeison. hoih til si-year coaches
under Richards this season.
"()n paper we could be a better
Irani than we were last year. Bui
we.ill know thai can change and
we are not going to take anything
for granted," Richards added with

a vigor of determination,

Distance runners show
promise with experience
ByJoihWh«h.rholt
Reporter
The BG men's cross country
team made many additions to
its roster this year.
Ihe Falcons are looking at
their hest preseason learn since
Garni Wells began coaching six
years ago, according to her. I he
team has seven incoming freshmen looking to shake things up
and bring the lalcons lo the
head ol Ihe pack.
Max Group, from Heavercreek
High School, is a pure long distance runner, turning in solid
times in the f)K and lOKal 16:2!)
and 3433, respectively.
"Max is doing great,'' Wells
said, "lie's worked hard all
summer and is in great shape,
I've been happy with what he's
done, and I look forward In see
ing him race."
The falcons picked up yet
another I'ldorel. Kenya, native
this summer with lohnslone
Kinii. Kirui has turned in good
limes in all events, including
a 24:4fi in the BK and a 3:!">:i in
the 1500.
Wells says he is still adjusting to life here, arriving just last
week, but is already showing
Improvement Wells looks for
him to he a lop-four runner

and major contributor to their
successIhis season.
Chris MoodyorTJavfdsonviDe,
\ld., is another freshman coming in with solid times from
high school, including a 4:25.62
mile. He is recovering from a
leg injury' which he sustained
running track last spring, but is
expected lo do well this year.
Eric Union, a transfer from
Owens ((immunity College, is
getting used to being back on
a team again after a hiatus of
two years, lie has been running in road races and open
meets since high school and is
prepared to make an impact at
Howling Green.
Additional freshmen include
left I .bier, of I asalle I Ugh School
in (ancinnatti. and lesse Smuda,
of Patrick I lenry I ligh School in
I lamler, Ohio.
lohn Bernard, ofWorthington,
Ohio, looks lo return lo competition after red-shirting last
season to fully prepare for this
war. Wells hopes he can help to
push the pack" this year.
Aaron Smuda. lesse's older
brother and former topseven runner for the Falcons,
is returning to Howling Green
alter transferring to school in
See RUNNERS | Page 21
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ThinkFast Trivia
9 and 11 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson
Student Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Earn bucks for those
brains! Answer popular
trivia questions and you
could win a cash prize of
$200 at either the 9 or 11
o'clock shows. Play
alone or recruit a team!
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Freshman & New Students!
REMEMBER:

Campus Fest
H:00arn-3:

Friday, September 7, 2007
University Hall Lawn
Volunteer Agencies
Local Merchants
Music by 88.1 WBGU

YOU DRINK!!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
■' e know how excited you are to be here at BGSU,
away from Mom and Dad, and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience.

Over 300 Student Orqs

SPONSORS INCLUDE
The Office of the Piesidem.
The Division of Student Affairs. Dining Seivices. The
Office of Campus Activities Coca-Cola.
The University Bookstore. UPS. Kiogei
and The Bowen-Thompson Student Union

THINK BEFORE

Get Active •
•••••••••••
Get Experience •

We are here to assist you by offering the facts about
alcohol and the law. Please consider the risks that you
take when you are underage and drink alcohol. These
may include possible fines, imprisonment and a criminal
record, which, in some career choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't become one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me."
In addition, we offer assistance in:

Get Excited •

Carnival Games

••••••••••a

Get Connected•

••••••••••a

Get Pumped •

Caricature Rrtists

(r

Traffic Cases
Landlord-Tenant
Matters
Consumer Matters

Free Food

Miscellaneous

Free Give-Auuays

Matters.
_ Office ol

And Much More
RAIN DATE
September 21. 2007 from ll:00am-3:00pm
University Hall Lawn
The OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES is located in
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. For more
information on Campus Fest or other ways to
Cet Involved, please contact us at (419) 372-23W
or www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved.
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We are conveniently located at 401 South Hall.
Stop by our office to obtain further
information about our services.
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arc still some great athletes
who attend this school. They
all come from different parts
of the country and the world.
We want to keep you interested in them.
We also want to keep you
updated on the development
of our facilities. Things have
changed drastically at Doyt I..
Perry Stadium this offseason.
And there are always rumors

ahout a new arena. So we will
do our best to get after those
stories as soon as they happen so our readers know first.
The BG News is your
newspaper. We are here to
serve the student body and
your job, as our public, is to
let us know when something
is not right.
If you disagree, we want to
know why.
These are your teams,
this is your school: Go out
and support them. We'll do
the rest.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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with coverage so thai helps line
linebackersl focus more on stopping the run," Dozier said.
last season, ihe secondary had
its fair share of bumps and bruises, but the experience that comes
with facing opponents like Ted
Ginn Ir., Anthony Gonzales, Eric
Delauriers and Ryne Robinson
can't be taught.
This year, they're just another
year older and have one of the
conference's best pass rushers in
Diyral Briggs. In starting every
game of the season, Briggs tallied
seven sacks and 10.5 tackles for
a loss.
Dozier rounds out a talented
core of linebackers. He joins
ljuren Hargrove. RJ. Mahone,
John Haneline and Cody Basler
in a hard-hitting unit.
They'll get a great test in the
first two weeks when they face
Big Ten members Michigan Slate
and Minnesota, last season the
falcons had a hard time taking
down Wisconsin's RJ. Hill, but
made a good showing against
Ohio Stale. The unit hopes thai
playing Big Ten teams will help

Michigan in 2006 for academic
reasons.
Eddie Kipchoge is also
returning, hoping to improve
on last year's already outstanding performances and make
it to the national cross country meet Kipchoge is already
looking belter than last year
by leaps and bounds and is in
"tremendous shape," according to Wells.
Brad Wells, a transfer from
University of the Ctiniberlands
in Kentucky, is returning for his
senior season and is expecting
big things for himself. He is
looking forward to the meet at
JORDAN F10WER
l.ouisville later in the season, AHEAD OF THE PACK: EddK?
where he has experienced run- Kipchoge had a great 2006 (or the
ning while at Cumberland.
Falcons He hopes to lead the Fakons to
"Brad's in pretty good an improved year by keeping up with his
shape," Wells said. "He wants
already stellar resume.
to make All-Conference, and
he certainly has the ability to
do it."
Conference. With their young
The overall team goals for team and their potential, the)
the falcons this year are to certainly have the capability to
move up in the Mid-American do so.
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Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter • Shocks & Struts • Starting & Changing • And
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Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!
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Tuffy
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For online resources & center hours visit
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them when they face MAC opponents.
"I Big Ten miming backs] are
a lot bigger and have larger legs
so they break a lot of tackles. Il
definitely increases our tackling
ability in gel a lol of people to the
ball," Dozier said.
The learn has also welcomed
now-former light end Sean
O'Drobinak to the defensive side
of the ball. I le is now a tackle and
has gotten more and more used
lo it as camp has progressed.
"The more practice you
gel, Ihe better you get at it,"
O'Drobinak said, smiling. "And
I've got a bunch of practice
under my belt now."
The players on that side of the
ball will improve their unit at any
cost, even when ihey go head-lohead with the first-team offense.
"Il gels real personal," Briggs
said. "Everyone out there is trying
lo prove a point, but it's all about
the love, too."
The Falcons had the secondworst scoring defense in Ihe MAC'.
last season but the fourth-best
defense when il came to yardage.
If they Broil the big play, people
may be talking about the falcons'
defense like they did about the
offense a few years ago.

I Light 24pk...S9.99r7/aL,

834 South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza"

Bowling Green. OH
419.354.9433

2

HOT PURSUIT: Anthony Glaud tries to elude defenders Michael Ream and Carlos Tipton
during practice Wednesday at Doyt. L Perry Stadium
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anri Children's menu available.
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"Bec.iuse everyone contributes at different
times, it's very difficult to be a key player
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and we really just want everyone to play
their part when its their turn."
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Distance runners show
promise with experience
ami majoi contributor to their

By Josh Whctherholt

I'he lid men's cross country
team made many additions in
itsrostei this year.
I he l-alcons are looking ai
[hen besi preseason team sim e
t ami Wells began I oaching six
years ago. according to her. I'he
team has seven incoming fresh
men looking to shake things up
.uu\ bring the l-alcons lo the
head ol the pack.
\la\(iiuii|) hniiille.neiereek
I ligh S< hiinl. is a pure longdis
lance runner, turning in solid
times in the iF. ami ink . i
.mil 11 I:. ie-pei lively.
is doing great. Wells
said. He', winked haul all
summei and is in great shape
I've been happ; w it Ii ivhai he's
dune, and I look forward losee
ing him race."
I he I alcons picked up yel
ainilhei I liluiel. Kenya, name
this summei with lohnstone
Kirtii KMIII has turned in gtMid
nine- in all events, including
Ii in the UK am! .i
the i iOO
Wells s,i\s he is -still .uljii-!
ing tu life hen. arriving IIM last
iveek, bul is already showing
improvement. Wells looks I'm
him in he a top loin runner

sin i ess llns season.
( hris Moody of Davidsonville,
\id.. is auoiiii i freshman coming in with solid limes from
high school, including a 4:25.62
mile. He is recovering from a
leg injury which he sustained
running track last spring, hm is
expected lo do well this year,
I ii, I mam. a transfer from
i luens i (immunity < ollege, is
getting used In being back on
a team again after a hiatus ol
two \eais. lie has been run
ning in mad races and open
meets since high school and is
prepared to make an impact at
Howling (ireen.
\dditional freshmen include
lein hlei oflasalle High School
in( iiicinnatti, and lesseSmuda,
ol Patrick I lent) I ligh School in
I lander, Ohio.
lohnBemard.otWorthington,
c ihio. looks in return to i mn
petition after red shirting last
season lo frill) prepare for this
yesii Wells hopes he can help lo
"push the pack" this year.
\auin Simula, lesse's oldei
brothei ami formei lop
seven runnel foi the Palcons,
is returning lo bowling i Ireen
■il'lei transferring lo school in
RUNNERS
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YOU DRINK!!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
e know how excited you <u>
it BGSU
., from Mom and Dad, and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience

Get Active
Get Experience

We are here to assist you by olleooi) the fa< Is about
alcohol and the law Please considei the risks that you
take when you are underage md dunk alcohol. Ihese
may include possible fines imprisonment and a t riminal
record, which in somecareei choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't bee ome one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me
In addition, we offer assistance in:

Get Excited
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Get Pumped
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Traffic Cases
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Matters
Consumer Matters
Miscellaneous
Matters.
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about ii new arena. So we will
do our best to get after those
storiesas soon as the) hap
pen so our readers know first
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are still some greal athletes
who attend this school, rhey
nil come from different parts
of the country and the world.
We want to keep you Interested in them.
We also warn to keep you
updated on the development
of our facilities, rhings have
changed drasticallj al Doyi I
Perry Stadium this offseason.
And there are always rumors
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The lit i News is yout
newspaper. We are here to
serve thr student hodv and
yout job, ,IN our public, is in
let us know when something
is urn right.
II Mm disagree, we want to
know why.
These air your teams,
this is your school: Go out
and siippnii them. We'll do
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Michigan in 2006 for academic
reasons.
Eddie Kipchoge is also
returning hoping to improve
on lasi years already outstand
Ing performances and make
it to tin' national cross coun
try meet. Kipchoge is already
looking heller ill.in last \iMI
by leaps and bounds and is in
"tremendous shape," accord
ing to Wells.
Brad Wells, a transfei from
Universit) ol the! umbetiands
in Kentucky, is returning for his
senior season and is expecting
big things for himself, lie is
looking forward to the meet al
I onisville later in the season,
u here lie has experienced run
ningwhileat < umberland.
"Brad's in
pretty
good
shape," Wells said, I le wants
in make Ml Conference, and
lie certainl) lias the ability to
do n
I he overall team goals for
the Palcons this yeat are to
move up in the Mid \nierican

with coverage so thai helps nhe
linebackersl focus more on stop
ping the inn.'' Doziersaid.
Last season, the secondary had
iis l.III shaie ol bumps and bruises, but the experience thai comes
with facing opponents like red
(linn lr„ Anlhnm don/ales. Eric
Delauriers and Ryne Robinson
can't be taught.
I his year, they're just another
year older and have one of the
conference's best pass rushers in
Diyral Briggs. In starting ever)
game ol the season. Briggs tallied

seven sacks and 105 tackles foi
a loss.
I lo/ier rounds out a talented
core ol linebackers. He joins
Loren Hargrove, I'l. Mahone,
Mm llaneline and ( od) Basler
in a hard-hitting unit.
I he) II gei a gieai test m the
fust |wo week- when the) face

JORDAN dOWER

AHEAD OF THE PACK:
■

Big len members Michigan Male
and Minnesota I asl season the
lalimis had a haul time taking
down Wisconsin's Rl. Ilill, but
made a good showing against
Ohio Slate. I lie unit hope- that
playing llig len teams will help

( onferem e With theii young
team and theii potential, they
certainl) have thecapability to
do so.

them when the) face \l \< loppo
nents.
Big len running hacks are
a lot biggei and haw largci legs
so the) break a lot of tackles, it
deliuiteh increases our tackling
ability to gel a lot ol people to the
ball," Do/iersaid.
I he team has also welcomed
mm former tight end Sean
O'Drobinak to the defensive side
ol (he hall. I le is now a tackle.mil
has gotten more and more used
toil as camp has progressed
"Ihe more
practice you
get, the bettet you get al it,"
ti Drobinak said, smiling. And
tit a hunch ol prai III i
tindei my bell now."
I he players on that side ol the
hall will improve their unit at am
cost, even when the) go head i
head with the first team offensi
It gcis real personal," Briggs
said. I veryoneoul there is trying
to prove a point but it's all about
the love, too."
I he falcons hail the second
worst scoi ingdefense in the M \i
lasi season, but the fourth best
defense when ii i ante lo yardage.
II the) limit the big play, people
ma) be talking about die Fall ons
defense like the) did about the
offense a leu years ago
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Grief and I oss
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SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS'

COUNSELING CENTER
Bowling Green State Universit)
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-15.99
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BO Off K A tull\*r\lcr
t.tmilv H. st.MM.tin Home ITMCII
in.tsiini |i."(.itiH-s ukcS pies, colls
& »I'lnlin .ul Also, Mi'.ik chicken.
set food 8. |MSU. \ Golden Age
And Children's menu Available.
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E?R Bud U9M 18pk.SII.99

Cold Beer at State Minimum Prices! 419-352-9251
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Welcome BG Students

ral Light 24pk. $9 99
Miller Lite 1
11.99
834 South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza"
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OPEN 24 HOURS
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Piercings require a lot of
Thinking about getting a tattoo?
' ese tips and suggestions in mind care and consideration
Ml 'I

li smm liki' everyone

has a tattoo these days. Maybe
vuu'u' thought .ilxiut getting one.
liui before Mm head down to the
nearest l.iitcKi'Oiiip, here are some
things you need lo know.
A tattoo is a puncture wound,
made deep in your skin, that's
filled with ink. It's made l>v penetrating your skin with a needle
and injecting ink into the area,
usuallv creating some sotl of
design. What makes tattoos so
long lasting is they're so deep
— the ink isn't injected into the
epidermis (the top layer of skin
that you ci intinue to produce and
shed throughout your lifetime)
Instead, the ink is injected into
the dermis. which is the second,
deeper layerol skin. Dei mis cells
are ver stable, so tin1 tattoo is
practical!) permanent.
\losi tattoo shops use a tattoo machine, a handheld electric instrument thai uses a tube
and needle s\ stem. On one end

ot

is a sterilized needle, which is
att,idled to tubes that contain
ink. A loot switch is used to turn
on the machine, which mows
the needle in and out while driving the ink about one inch into
your skin.
Getting a tattoo can hurt, but
ihe level of pain varies. Because
getting a tattoo involves being
Stuck multiple times with a needle, it can feel likegettinga bunch
of shots or being slung by a hornet multiple times. Some people
describe it as "tingling.'' It all
depends on youi pain threshold,
how good the person wielding
the tattoo machine is and where
exactly on your body you're getting the tattoo. Also, keep in mind
that you'll probably bleed a little.
(letting a tattoo can take several
hours, depending on the size and
design chosen.
If you're thinking about gelling a tattoo, there is one very
important thing you have to keep

PHOIO PROVIDED

OTHER OPTIONS: Ashley Fogle shows
an example oi a trachus piercing.

PHOIO PROVIDED

BOLD DECISIONS:
paroi bv Dennis Foust.

ihley f ogle display; the tattoo she got at On The Edge tattoo

in mind
getting it done safely.
Although it might look a whole lot
cooler than a big scab, a new tattoo is also a wound and is at risk
for infill ions and disease.
first, make sure you're up
to date with your immunizations (especially hepatitis and
tetanus sbolsl and plan where
you'll get medical care if your
tattcKi becomes infected (signs of
infection include excessive red
ness or tenderness around the
tattoo, prolonged bleeding, pus,
or changes in your skin color
around the tattool.
Make sure the tattoo studio
is clean and safe, and that all
equipment used is disposable
(in the case of needles, gloves,
masks, etc.) and sterilized (every-

MCT — Whether it's ears, lips.
nostrils, eyebrows, belly billions, tongues or even cheeks,
you've probabh seen piercings
— maybe multiple piercings
— on lots of people. Hill are they
safe? And what should you know
if you decide to get one?

thing eke). Some States, cities,
and communities set up standards for tattoo studios, but others don't. YbU can call your stale,
county, or local health department lo find out about the laws
in your community and ask for

A body piercing is exactly
that — a piercing or puncture
made in your body by a needle.
Alter that, a piece of jewelry
is inserted into the puncture.
Hie most popular pierced body
parts are ihe ears, noslrils and
belly bullon.
If ihe person performing the
piercing provides a safe, clean
and professional environment,
ibis Is what you can expect from
gelling a body pan pierced:
The area you've chosen to lie
pure eel (except for ihe tongue] is

recommendations on licensed
tattoo shops.
Professional studios usually
lake pride in their cleanliness.
Make sure the talloo studio
has an autoclave (a device thai
uses steam, pressure, and beat
for sterilization). Vbu should be
allowed to watch as equipment
is sterilized.
Also, check thai the tattoo arlisl is it licensed practitioner. If so,
the taltoo arlisl should he able lo
provide you with references.

cleaned with a germicidal soap.
Your skiii is then punctured
with a very sharp, clean needle.
I be piece of jewelry, which
has already been Sterilized, is
attached to the area.
The person performing the
piercing disposes of the needle
in a special container so thai
there is no risk ol ihe needle or
blood touching someone else,
The pierced area is cleaned.
Ihe person performing the
piercing checks and adjusts I he

It's Do or Dye •
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Bull Creek
Paintball Park

c* jffaniaw& ana' &Qu£carte>

www.bullcreekpainlball.com
First Time Clients

-30 Acre Paintball Park
'10 Playing Fields
- Pro Shop & Rental Equipment
• Private Group Outings & Parties!

Wednesday

jewelry.
The person performing the
piercing gives you instructions
on bow to make sure your new
piercing heals correctly and
w hat to do if there is a problem.
If you're thinking about gel
ting pierced, do your research

Bull Creek Paintball • 9703 Greensburg Pike, Portage ■ (4
I .Vrx.ster - Suite 15
419-353-47^7

! FREE ADMISSION WITH BGSU ID FOR OPEN PLAY
'LAY J
I & Scpl*mb*i Only
*■■■§■■

mi

first. Find out what risks are
involved and how best to protect yourself from infections
and other complications.
Certain sites on the body
can cause more problems than
others — infection is a common complication of mouth
and nose piercings because of
the millions of bacteria thai
live in those areas. Tongue
piercings can damage teeth
over time. And tongue, cheek,
and lip piercings can cause
gum problems.
Studies have shown thai
people with certain types of
heart disease might have a
higher risk of developing a
heart infection after body piercing. If you have a medical problem such as allergies, diabetes,
skin disorders, a condition that
affects your immune system or
infections — or if you are pregnant — ask your doctor if there
are any precautions you should
lake beforehand. Also, it's not a
good idea lo gel a body piercing
if you're prone to gelling keloids
(an overgrowth of scar tissue).
If you decide lo get a body
piercing, make sure you're up
to date with your Immunizations (especially hepalilis and
tetanus).
Plan when you will get medical care if ihe piercing becomes
infected (signs of infection
Include excessive redness/tenderness around ihe piercing
site; prolonged bleeding; pus:
or change in your skin color
around the piercing area).
Also, if you plan lo gel a
tongue or mouth piercing,
make sure your teeth and gums
are healthy.
body piercing is regulated in
some slates but not others. Do
a little investigative work about
a shop's procedures and find
out whether it provides a clean
.Hid safe environment for iis
customers. Every shop should
have an autoclave (a sterilizing machine) and should keep
instruments In sealed packets.
Ask questions and make sure
the shop is clean and the person doing the piercing washes
his or her hands with a germicidal soap.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS & FACULTY

WELLS
FARGO

RI1ET SERVICE^

The Next Stage

HIGH SPEED DSL

$29.95

only

"PROUD
TO BE PART
OF YOUR
SUCCESS"

NO PHONE LINE REQUIRED LIMITEDAREA SETUPFEE S APPLY

SOMPUTER REPAIRS
' VIRUS PROTECTION AND REMOVAL, SPYWARE REMOVAL'

*"

easier

419.352.3568

Nationwide Dial-up * High Speed
Dial-up - High Speed DSL
Broadband Over Powerline
• Website Hosting
Website Development

SIGNUrVA'fBI

or signup online at

www.dacor.net
519 W«*t Wooit.r Suite 1
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Get a Wells Fargo student loan

00*
G°*«*

Federal funding not enough? Wells Fargo offers flexible, affordable private
student loans designed for:
• Undergraduate and graduate studies
• Career/professional certification
• Law and MBA programs
• Health professions programs
With these private student loans, you'll enjoy:

Come by the Student Union!
TONIGHT...
Friday, August 17th
6-11 PM
For lots of Free FUN!!

,,^e

G ^ VV

V

G< #&
*o*»

• No origination, disbursement or repayment fees
• No payments while in school'
• Interest rate reductions when you pay responsibly

8**

Seize your someday^ Call 1-888-512-2647 or visit www.wellsfargo.com/special
(keyword: college 2007) to find out more today.
1 All loans subject to qualification.
2 In-school periods vary based on loan program.
o 2007 Wells Fargo Bank. N.A. All rights reserved.
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onkey picks locks, escapes
from zoo twice in one month
rtlPELO, Miss. \i'
Olhrei
apparently has leai ed to pick
locks, making his si i ond breakout from behind bars in lessthan
a month.
On Wednesday, however, the
white-faced capuchin monke\
was hack al the lUpek) Buffalo
Park and Zoo, and this nine hi-cage has been sec ured with trl
pie chains and lot ks
There's one on top, one on the
bottom and nnr m the middle,
park managet Kirk Neme
said. "If he gets out again,some
one is letting him out."
Olivet's cage ivas standing
open Monda) mot ning and tin'
lock was lying nn the ground.
Oliver and anothei capuchin
named Bab) were still in the
area, and workers easil) recap
tttreel Baby, Inn t ilivet took off,
Nemet hei k sal i
The 9-year-old primate was
found lUesda) in a yard about
four miles from the park.
"Ihe police shiiwed up
helped us," Nemet hecksaid."We
surrounded him, a guy jumped

B

VI

i IARIAN LASACNA
PECAN CHI
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

C TOOOSHKMAN
ADVENTUROUS:

on an hour-long chase thiough woods and across highways Monday morning, the
.moss and was returned unharmed.
on hint and gut his hand hit. hut

we got him."
Ihe capuchin, a species of
monkey native to South and
t entral America, also freed himself Inly :il and wasn't apprehended until Aug. 6.

A

man

pleaded

guilty Wednesday to his role in
a multi-state scheme in which
prosecutors saj he and his wife
intentionally ate glass at restau
iants and collected more than
$200,000 in compensation.

I his is Oliver's third escape.
His first was about six years
ago.
Nemecheck is getting fed up.
"I'm getting titanium locks
next time," he said. "I'm tired of
chasing a monkey."

Ronald EvanO, 49, pleaded
guilty to 20 federal counts.
Evano said in court that he and
his wife ate the glass because
they needed money.
"We would go to a restaurant,
and I'd say I had glass in my
food." Evano said. "Then I would
go to the hospital and say I was
in pain.''

Wanted

Mil- BG New* «ill noi knowingly
accept advertisements lhat discriminaic IH encourage discrinunaiton
Bgalnsl an) imtivnln.il or H'""!1 oil
■he bail* ni racd wx coloi < n <<i
religion, national origin, sexual oil
mutton, disability, status .1^ .1 wt11.in. in mi ihc basis ol any othei
legally protci led status
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Help Wanted
Lifeguards & Swim Instructors
Wolt Creek YMCA
Ann Lotion 419-866-9622

'5 OFF

ipTJTJ

*-

TANNING
CENTER

^

I980
THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419-352-3588

a month package
standard or premium
IV 111 it
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ACROSS

5 beds. 1 booth
closast to campus
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203 N. Main
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$5.75 Minimum
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See our coupon menu
ryor ■
r~
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
Si
*^
www.pisanellos.com

352-5166

Accept**

For Rent

YMCA child care group leaders Immediate openings Available shifts.
Mon thru Fri 6:30-9 00am &
3 00-6:00pm Contact Sara
419-251-9622

2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Short term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr lorig leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520

BABYSITTER needed to care tor
girls (1 & 4 yrs.) in our home Flexible daytime hours (AM and/or PM)
Good relerences & credentials a
must Contact Deborah at
dschock@bgsu,ectu
Child care center now hiring care
givers for days eves . weekends.
Send resume or apply in person 580
Craig Dr.. Suite 2. Perrysburg OH
43551. info@kidzwatch net

Welcome
Back!

-

V

■

Help Wanted

RELIABLE. CARING BABYSITTER
needed tall semester, possibly beyond for our 4 yr old daughter in our
Perrysburg home Tues . Wed. & Fri.
atternoons. We are looking (or someone who will actively engage in playing with and teaching a sweet, shy
girl S7 50/hour E-mail
vekstra@bgsuedu
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STRAIGHT YEARS

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Part time wait stafl & bartenders
wanted Apply at LaRoe's in Grand
Rapids. OH
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PISHN€UO'S

Seeking babysitter. 7-9 a.m.. weekdays Please call 419-494-9233 if interested
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 70 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students to assist in starting a local
chapter (3 0 GPA Required) Contact
Rob Miner. Director ol Chapter Development at rminer^salhonors
org

25% off!

www buckeyemnandstudios com
Pet friendly! 3 bdrm apt S885 mo
AVAIL NOW1 W/D air oil st pkg . 2
blks Irom campus 240 Cnm SI Call
Kent 419-352-7090
Rent (S300 mcl util ) or rent to purchase Ret teach Share house w/
prof Vgrad sldt Lg older BG home
4 bdrms 2 w b.f p.. wooded lot. out
bldgs .
Pymt
neg
Lv. msg
419-241-1200. ext 1214
Spacious new 4 bdrm house 2 1/2
baths, walk-in closet, w/in 5 mm ol
BGSU S1200mo 732-406-6653
1 bdrm apt for grad students or mature undergrads Located close to
campus Avail in Aug S360-375
Call Gary 352-5414

VILLAG

No Hidden Fees
No Credit Card Required

17 beds. 2 booths
no appt. needed

' '.'.
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THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
419-354-1559
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15

Woodland deities
Northen ocean bird
Windy, in a way
Someone 13 be in thi
kitchen with
Irregulaily notched
Transparent wrap
Head'iners
Eden resident
APP relative
Winter weather
Detense org.
Expanded
Arid

ANSWERS

ii

• lOIIONS AIWAYS •

5 beds. 2 booths
appl available

Piece of broken pottery
Wigwam's cousin
Loom bar
Module classroom
Sort
Silently ill-humored
Tales of yesteryear
Adlai's slate-mate
Wattle
Compassionate
-It . Necessarily So"
Genealogical chart
Cattle group
47
More ethereal
49
Knight's address
50
Whip
52
Applaud
Domesticated
54
Lady ot the haus
55
Clark's Lane
56
Serf ot yore
57
Barley bristles
58
Food intake
59
Gymnast Korbut
60
Skier's lift
'
61
Three-tiered galleys
64
Light circle
_ out (barely got by)

1

Hope you had a great

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
419-353-8826

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
40
41
42

45 Employ
46 Domestic flights?
48 Anticipate with
alarm
51 Highway
53 Coercion
57 Making (oneself)
scarce
62 Gold measure
63 One number 13
65 Roman squares
66 African plant
67 Movie star-giver
68 Russian ruler
69 Does the lawn
70 Ostentatious
71 Desires

ACROSS
1 One of a flight
5 Ran in neutral
10 Calc. or trig.
14 Listen to
15 Unfettered
16 Irish homeland
17 Church section
18 One number 13
20 Coral creations
22 Voted in tor another
term
23 Jump the tracks
25 Madras wrap
26 Modified leaf
29 Nonsense
33 Fuss
36 Shutter strip
38 Bordeaux dough
39 One number 13
43 Amazon tributary
44 Summit

i 2 VISITS FOR $5

Re-Opening 8,20/07

You Missed Us
MORE!

■

i

Help Wanted

Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail for sublease 1 male occup to
till vacancy ol 4 man apt Furn . $324
mo plus util. Call Kyle 419-206-0985

419-372-6977

We MisSed
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Ifromthr Tupelo Buffalo Ptffc, receives a banana from
■ : k shortly after his return Aug. 6 n Tupelo. Miss After leading his
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the white-faced capuchin monkey that attracted national

The BG News
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BOSTON

FRIED SHRIMP
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Fhe Assoct,iipd Press
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By Erin Conroy

FRIED

brought to you by

F

Coupleaccusedinglass-eatingscam

PASTA FLORI

The Daily Crossword Fix

APARTMENT

Am
anagement
352-4380

Located .it:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green.

STEAK SANDWICHES
641 Third St. #4

419-3S2*633fi

H0AGIES
Located at the Woodland Mall - N. Main St.

BUFFALO WINGS

354-0558

f 709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

CINEMA 5
Schedule Good tor 8/17/07 - 8/23/07

H0AGIE FRIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SuperBad (R) (1 05 PM| 4 10 PM, 7 05 PM. [9 55 PM]
Rush Hour Three (PG-13) (1 15PM). 4 00 PM. 7:25PM. [10 15PM]

DELI SANDWICHES

Simpsons Movie. The (PG-13) (1 20PM) 4 15PM, 7:15 PM [1005 PM]
Borne Ultimatum, The (PG-13) (1 10PM) 4 20PM, 7 00PM [10 10PM]

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
Please all tor jn appomlmt'iil

2nd Shrek The Third (PG) (1 00 PM), 4 05 PM, 7 10 PM, [9 50 PM]

ATTITUDE

Times in i ) Show Sal Sun only
Times in 11 Show Thufs

Fri , Sat

Student ID Night
Sun only

Thursdays

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$525/month Full Year Lease

125 E. COURT STREET
BOWLING GREEN

352-SPOT
You Know
You Want It!

Cinem3rK.C0m

'Must be 17 to purchase tickets or be
accompanied by parent or legal guardian

SyvuplofStio»'nm»ana*Btty*"flnwrwliglD

y2

order of REGULAR
breadsticks
with the purchase of
any Specialty Pizza

With A Complimentary

Dine In Only
expires I I 08

Order of Hoagie Fries,

Campus Pollyeyes

Satisfy The Craving

MATINEES: (before 6pm)J2 00
EVENINGS: Adults $4.00
TUES: All Day S2 00

(419)352-1150

FRI + SAT: $4 00

T^TO

Deli Sandwich.
(Dine in or Carry out Onlyl

1

BOTTOMLESS
DRINK
with any buffet
expires 11 08

From The East.

• • '"Vi ***! ' Al FttflAMUKnAMIS •

www.bgpcorg
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)

^

BG shuttle oil campus noflh route or
within walking distance'

Siu<taritBookEichanfl«,E Woortw
B O Sunoco. E. Wootiat
Cyclo Wtffca. a. Main
LMaatytaaFitnaaa, N Main
(lapanl NJII Salon. H Main

iij^i^r^xffl^

Free Delivery
11 am to 1 am
Daily Drink
Specials

Free Delivery
Sun-Thur
1 lam- 10pm
and Fri, Sat
1 lam-12am

LSI

With Purchase of Any
Cheesesteak, Hoagie or

CS M^MTAHV T«w QU
(♦I
S% CAYENNE FWd P«pp«f G«»
(»1
ORANOEOv
HOPS ATTACKtKS IN THtIB TBACKSI
lOmnMmi Thm r*9ro*Hgtoil_

441 Frazee 419.354.4673

1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

"

AMERICA S #1
$•11 Defense Spray

***********

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

5- SCREEN, FIRST RUN
STEREO SURROUND SOUND
IN ALL AUDITORIUMS

STRIKE BACK1

togliai's
419-352-9638

--

419-352-7571

Bowling Green KNOWS pizza, and nobody does it better than Campus Pollyeyes and Pagliai's.
Come in and discover what Bowling Green has known for over 30 years.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES

440 EAST COURT STREET 352 9638 PAGLIAI'S

945 SOUTH MAIN 352/571

